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Istanbul

T

urkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan further
tightened his grip on the
country’s political scene
by forcing Ahmet Davutoglu to resign as prime minister and
preparing to name a close associate
as his successor.
Davutoglu, who served as chairman of the ruling Justice and Development Party (AKP) since taking
over as prime minister from Erdogan in 2014, on May 5th announced
that he would not be a candidate
for the party leadership at a May
22nd extraordinary AKP congress.
As the post of AKP chairman is tied
to that of prime minister, Davutoglu is also set to quit his government
role.
“I am not thinking of running as a
candidate at the party congress under the current circumstances,” Davutoglu said in a statement. He said
he was proud of his record as prime
minister and party chief but felt it
was better for the party’s future.
Davutoglu said he would hold onto
his seat in parliament for the AKP.
Davutoglu stressed he still felt
close to Erdogan. “His family is my
family,” he said. “His honour is my
honour.”
Davutoglu warned against what
he called “speculation” about tensions between him and the president and said he had no ill-feeling
against anybody. However, Davutoglu underlined that he had never
sought a post “without an agreement”.
Howard Eissenstat, an expert on
Turkish politics at St Lawrence University in the United States, posted
on Twitter that Davutoglu was careful not to burn all bridges with Erdogan despite leaving office against
his will. “Davutoglu expresses resentment at his removal but refuses
to carry that resentment to Erdogan,” Eissenstat tweeted. “Hurt, but
not stupid.”

Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu walks off the stage at the end of a news conference at his
ruling AK Party headquarters in Ankara, on May 5th.
Erdogan’s move against his prime
minister followed weeks of rising
tensions with Davutoglu, who was
Erdogan’s foreign policy adviser
and foreign minister before becoming prime minister 20 months ago.
News of Davutoglu’s dismissal
rattled markets already worried
about political instability amid

“I am not thinking
of running as a
candidate at the
party congress
under the current
circumstances.”

Ahmet Davutoglu

signs of problems for the Turkish
economy. Erdogan tried to assure
Turks and investors that any turbulence would be temporary. Once a
prime minister more aligned to the
president was in power, the country would stabilise, Erdogan adviser Cemil Ertem told the Turkish
NTV news channel. Ertem ruled out
snap elections before a scheduled
vote in 2019.
No candidate for the AKP chairmanship has yet come forward but
observers say Erdogan will pick the
next party leader and prime minister himself, even though the constitution defines the presidency as
a non-partisan and largely ceremonial post.
Burhan Kuzu, a legal adviser to

Erdogan, told the TGRT television
station that, while the president
might not be the “legal leader” of
the AKP and the government, there
could be no doubt that he was “the
natural leader”.
News reports said Erdogan’s son
in-law — Energy Minister Berat Albayrak — is among the candidates
for the top posts. Transport Minister Binali Yildirim, Justice Minister Bekir Bozdag, Health Minister
Mehmet Muezzinoglu and Mustafa
Sentop, a top AKP official in parliament, have also been named.

led coalition spokesman Colonel
Steve Warren called “a big fight, one
of the largest we’ve seen recently.”

the United States has inflicted immense damage and casualties on
ISIS.
There have been claims of 25,000
ISIS fighters killed and the group’s
infrastructure hammered into rubble, its flow of foreign volunteers
cut from 2,000 a month to 200 (later
emended to 500) in recent months.
Intelligence officials, however, have
warned otherwise.
The deployment of special operations forces in both countries and
the US decision to send Apache attack helicopters to provide close
air support for Iraqi troops mark a
distinct escalation that is putting
American fighters on the front line
for the first time since the US withdrawal from Iraq in December 2011.

Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Istanbul.
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Navy SEAL’s death signals more US forces in Iraq, Syria
James Bruce

Beirut

T

he third US combat death
in Iraq since President
Barack Obama unleashed
American firepower on
Islamic State (ISIS) in August 2014 could signal that more fatalities are to come in a war his administration did so much to avoid.
The gradual expansion of US
troop numbers in Iraq and neighbouring Syria in recent weeks
means that US troops are increasingly thrust in harm’s way, despite
Obama’s oft-repeated pledge of “no
boots on the ground”.
The primary mission for these
forces will be to bolster a faltering and fumbling Iraqi offensive
launched on March 24th against the
northern city of Mosul, seized by
ISIS in a lightning campaign in the
summer of 2014.
The Kurdish peshmerga, who like
their cousins in Syria are the most

US troops are being
increasingly thrust
in harm’s way,
despite Obama’s
oft-repeated pledge
of “no boots on the
ground”.

Iraqi Kurdish female fighters aim their weapons during a
deployment near the front line of the fight against ISIS in Nawaran
near Mosul.
reliable fighters the Americans are
backing, are leading the charge. US
Navy SEAL Charles Keating IV was
killed fighting alongside peshmerga

fighters as they came under attack
by a group of around 100 ISIS militants. He and fellow US troops were
assisting the peshmerga in what US-

The day-long battle near Tal
Asquf, north of Mosul, was a sobering reminder that ISIS is far from defeated and is still capable of mounting ferocious counter-attacks, using
waves of suicide bombers in heavily
armoured vehicles in the same way
that US forces employ air strikes to
blast a way through enemy positions.
US
commanders
and
senior administration officials have
been bragging for weeks that the
21-month-long air campaign led by

James Bruce has written
extensively on Middle Eastern
security issues for publications
such as Jane’s Intelligence Review
and Jane’s Defence Weekly. He
lives in Beirut.
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Turkey moves towards presidential system
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

T

urkey has switched its
system of government
from a parliamentary to a
de facto presidential one
with the ousting of Prime
Minister Ahmet Davutoglu by President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, observers say.
Davutoglu, 57, who has led the
government as well as the Justice
and Development Party (AKP) for
nearly two years, rose to the top
thanks to support from Erdogan,
62, who has remained the party’s
and government’s highest authority
despite moving on to the nominally
non-partisan presidency in 2014.

“As long as Erdogan is
president, it will not
be important who the
prime minister is.”
Turkish columnist
Murat Yetkin.
However, after growing tensions
between the two leaders, the AKP
will elect a new chairman May 22nd
at an emergency party congress.
Davutoglu will not be a candidate,
effectively ending his tenure as
prime minister as well. Analysts say
Erdogan will hand-pick the next
leader.
“As of today, Turkey has de facto
changed to a presidential system,”
columnist Murat Yetkin wrote in
the Hurriyet newspaper. “As long as
Erdogan is president, it will not be
important who the prime minister
is.”
Davutoglu’s fall came only half
a year after he led the AKP to a
landslide win in parliamentary
elections. He is set to lose his post
as prime minister despite a solid
AKP legislative majority, a fact that
shows that real power no longer
rests with parliament but with Erdogan, who was elected president
in 2014.
“If there is a directly elected
president, the prime minister is retreating to the back stage a little,”
Aydin Unal, a former speech-writer
for Erdogan, told a television programme.
Two recent incidents fanned a

Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan (L) meets with Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu at the Presidential Palace in Ankara, on May 4th.
growing divide between Erdogan
and Davutoglu. In the first, Erdogan
played down the significance of a
development that could become a
key political victory for Davutoglu.
In return for Turkey’s cooperation in stemming the European
refugee crisis, the European Union
has opened the way to lift visa requirements for Turks visiting Europe’s Schengen area, fulfilling a
long-standing demand by Ankara.
Initially planned for the second half
of the year, the lifting of visa requirements could happen in June,
after lobbying by Davutoglu.
Erdogan recently said that he had
laid the groundwork for the visa
waiver during his tenure as prime
minister. He dismissed the early
implementation as a mere detail.
“I am sorry to see that this kind
of detail is being presented as a big
achievement,” the president said
in what was widely seen as a stab
at Davutoglu, who has been saying
the visa lifting in June would be a
breakthrough for Turkey.
The second incident occurred
when the AKP leadership decided

to cancel one of Davutoglu’s key
powers as party leader. The AKP’s
50-member Central Decision and
Executive Board (MKYK) said the
party leader no longer had the right
to appoint the heads of the party in
provinces and districts around the
country.

One source of friction
is said to be Erdogan’s
plan to change
Turkey’s system of
government from a
parliamentary system
into a US-style
presidential one.
Commentators said that, by taking that right away from Davutoglu, AKP officials loyal to Erdogan
had limited the chance of the prime
minister to build his own power
base within the party. An anonymous blog post called Pelican Brief
called for Davutoglu’s dismissal.
Some reports say the blog was written by a pro-Erdogan journalist and
the removal of Davutoglu has be-

come known as the “Pelican Coup”.
Erdogan fuelled speculation
about the political fate of his prime
minister when he said in a May 4th
speech that elected officials should
“not forget how you got to your current post, what you have to do in
your position and what your aims
are”, in remarks seen by Turkish
media as a reference to Davutoglu’s
career under Erdogan’s patronage.
One source of friction between
Erdogan and Davutoglu is said to be
Erdogan’s plan to change Turkey’s
system of government from a parliamentary system into a US-style
presidential one. Davutoglu has
said repeatedly that he backs the
plan and that there are no differences between him and the president but the prime minister displayed a marked lack of enthusiasm
to implement the system change, a
position that led observers to conclude he was hampering a shift that
would undercut his own political
position.
Davutoglu was quoted as saying
that there was no rush to create
the presidential system, while Er-

dogan has been calling for a change
as early as possible. Davutoglu also
stressed that a new era had begun
when he took over the reins in the
AKP from Erdogan in 2014. Erdogan
was the party’s “legendary leader”,
while he himself was the “new
leader”, Davutoglu said in February.
Observers say Erdogan decided
that he could not go on with Davutoglu. “The Great Leader demands
a hundred percent obedient PM,”
Mustafa Akyol, an author specialising in political Islam, wrote on
Twitter.
News reports have speculated
that Erdogan could replace Davutoglu with Binali Yildirim, the Transportation minister and a close aide
to the president. Journalist Levent
Gultekin told the Mediascope Internet television platform that Erdogan was unsure whether to put Yildirim or install his own son in-law
Berat Albayrak, the Energy minister, in his place. He said Albayrak
was being groomed as an Erdogan
successor in the pro-government
media.

As its prime minister quits, Turkey nears abyss

View poi nt

Yavuz
Baydar

F

ew were surprised
when Ahmet Davutoglu announced he was
stepping down as
Turkey’s prime
minister after a
meeting with President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan.
There is only one way of reading
into their parting ways: Erdogan,
pursuing a fully empowered presidential system, will not tolerate
any political obstacle in his path,
no matter how risky or costly it
may be.
There is no doubt that he came
to regard Davutoglu as an obstacle.
After Erdogan was elected president in 2014, he carefully chose
Davutoglu, who seemed to fit as a
de facto caretaker prime minister to
serve a policy that would clear the
way for a change from a parliamentary system to one in which the
executive powers were transferred
to the presidential palace.
As time went by, however,
Davutoglu shifted course, shap-

Davutoglu’s resignation
understandably raises the
concerns to a new level.

ing discreetly a profile of his own.
It appeared in recent months that
the two men started to fall apart on
major issues such as corruption,
EU policies and the approach to the
Kurdish issue. Davutoglu, in the
eyes of an overly sensitive Erdogan,
became a liability and faced the
inevitable.
It goes far beyond simple political wrestling. Behind the move
lurks a clash between Erdogan’s
seemingly unstoppable personal
ambitions and what many observers regard as the rudderless course
that Turkey has charted because
of them. Davutoglu pushed out of
the way means that the country’s
systemic crisis deepens.
To clear his path, Erdogan
stretched the constitution to its
limits, repeatedly breaching the
“impartiality of presidency”.
He rejected peace talks with the
separatist Kurdistan Workers’
Party (PKK), changed his political
course to cement an alliance with
the military and declared war on
the media and all who dissent from
his policies. His open interference
with the affairs of the ruling Justice
and Development Party (AKP) and
forcing Davutoglu to resign, was
the last straw.
By bringing about an extraordinary congress for the AKP, Erdogan
made it clear he wants to remain

the unchallenged leader who
will not blink before any opposition. He reasserts his will by not
only controlling the party and the
government but also parliament,
state institutions and large swathes
of the bureaucracy. Turkey stands
very close to a historic power grab,
which some concerned observers
call a civilian coup.
The question is: What is next,
if that happens? Will it be a long
period of social unrest and political
instability? Is Turkey facing a shift
to a regime that will be defined as
a theocratic, nationalist autocracy?
And, how about its unresolved
issues, such as Kurds and the Alevi
minority and basic freedoms?
It is hard to foresee but this
much is clear: If left unresolved,
no major issue will cease to haunt
Turkey and the deeper the crisis
sinks, the more visible these issues
become.
The Turkish paradox is that the
state of crisis creates opportunities
for Erdogan. As the Kurdish conflict raised his popularity among
the conservative, nationalist and
secular-republican segments of society, another recent debate seems
to have given him leeway to surf
above religious emotions. Days
before the Davutoglu affair there
was a debate around an explosive
topic: Whether the secularist tenet

Erdogan,
pursuing
a fully
empowered
presidential
system, will
not tolerate
any political
obstacle in
his path.

of the republic’s constitution has
any future at all.
It was the Speaker of Parliament
Ismail Kahraman, also from the
AKP, who lit the fuse. In a statement he said: ”There should be
no definition of secularism in the
new constitution… Our constitution should not evade the religious
dimension. We are an Islamic nation and we should make a pious
constitution.”
These words landed like a bombshell. The opposition called for the
resignation of the speaker; people
took to the streets, clashing with
police.
There was, it appeared, reason
for their concern. Inside stories
made it clear that the AKP aimed
for a new constitution, not only
imposing a fully empowered presidential system but one that would
put strong emphasis on Islam.
Put in this larger context of
national turmoil, Davutoglu’s resignation understandably raises the
concerns to a new level.
Yavuz Baydar is a journalist based
in Istanbul. A founding member
of the Platform for Independent
Journalism (P24) and a news
analyst, he won the European Press
Prize in 2014. He has been reporting
on Turkey and journalism issues
since 1980.
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Iraqi prime minister braces for further turmoil
Sameer Nouri Yacoub

Utica, Michigan

A

ngry Iraqi protesters
stormed Baghdad’s fortified Green Zonebriefly
occupying the area before
leaving the restricted section that houses the parliament and
other government buildings.
The message was clear: Protesters are capable of delivering on their
threats to advance into or possibly
take over the seat of Iraq’s government by infiltrating police lines into
the heavily guarded zone anytime
they wish.
By the same token, the bold
move deepened Iraq’s disarray and
swelled a list of Iraqi worries, which
include:
— The fate of a shaky cabinet reshuffle promised to pump in a new
group of technocrats to improve
living conditions in the violencewracked country;
— The sectarian strife between the
majority Shia and the Sunni minority, which exhausted both, threatens to divide the country into three
smaller states;
— Influential religious parties
squabbling with each other and refusing to let go of their sway, fearing
they will lose the power they enjoy;

“People are waiting
for action, not useless
promises.”
Sunni lawmaker
Talal al-Zobaie
— A weak and hesitant government plan to reclaim areas captured
by the Islamic State (ISIS), stifling
the war against the militants;
— The precarious economy with
a high deficit blamed on declining
oil prices, overspending and massive corruption, which squandered
much-needed oil revenues.
All this put the position of the
prime minister, who is widely seen

as always reluctant, at stake.
In late April, jubilant crowds,
most of the people supporters of
Shia cleric Muqtada al-Sadr, broke
into the parliament session hall,
forcing lawmakers to flee. The protesters shouted anti-corruption slogans and demanded immediate political reforms.

“The political
approaches of the
prime minister led
the country to a dead
end.”
Senior Sunni politician
Saleh al-Mutlaq
Security forces responsible for
protecting the Green Zone did nothing to stop the protesters, who severely beat at least two lawmakers.
At nightfall, demonstrators set
up tents at a nearby parade ground
and shouted anti-Iran slogans, an
unprecedented move against the
neighbouring country, which has
had a huge influence on war-battered Iraq since 2003.
The next morning, the crowds left
the sprawling compound on orders
from al-Sadr. The protesters threatened the government with “tougher
actions in the future” if the reforms
are not carried out as soon as possible.
Police and army units in Baghdad
were put on high alert as Iraqi Prime
Minister Haider al-Abadi issued a
statement saying that the situation
in Baghdad had been brought under
control.
Abadi warned, however, that the
political crisis could negatively affect the war against ISIS.
Almost all main Shia political
groups, fearing the loss of their privileges and al-Sadr’s rising influence,
denounced the storming of the
Green Zone, while pro-Iranian Shia
militias deployed fighters in and
around Baghdad in a show of force.
The brief invasion of the Green
Zone showed the increasingly fragile situation of the embattled Abadi,

Iraqi supporters of the Sadrist movement demonstrate for reforms outside Baghdad’s Green Zone, on
April 26th.
who failed to order security forces to
defend the Green Zone.
Some senior politicians were
quick in criticising Abadi’s inaction
regarding the protesters. Parliament Speaker Salim al-Jabouri said
the prime minister “bears full responsibility for any security breach
or aggression against the government institutions and the dignity of
the state”.
Senior Sunni politician Saleh alMutlaq said Abadi’s “futile” policies
have created more rifts among the
people.
“The political approaches of the
prime minister… led the country
to a dead end and this would lead
to the total collapse of the nation,”
said Mutlaq, who demanded that
Abadi step down immediately.
The storming of the Green Zone
was the latest setback for Abadi,
who has been unable to live up to
his repeated promises for political

reforms, starting with a long-awaited cabinet reshuffle.
In April, Abadi presented independent candidates to replace corrupt ministers affiliated with powerful religious parties, including
al-Sadr’s. However, he ended up
bowing to pressure from political
leaders and was eventually forced
to pick candidates from the same
parties linked to corruption and
power abuse.
This brought him public wrath.
Baghdad resident Saif Hilal called
on Abadi to carry out the reforms or
“go home”.
“With a weak prime minister, ordinary Iraqis fear that the political
struggle will move to the streets
where each group would resort to
their supporters and militias in order to settle political scores,” he
said.
Sunni lawmaker Talal al-Zobaie
called for dissolving parliament and

forming an emergency government.
“No lawmaker should enter the
parliament after what happened,”
he said.
“People are waiting for action,
not useless promises. Till now, the
prime minister is offering more procrastination, but no solution to the
crises.”
Izzat al-Shahbandar, a former
senior member in Abadi’s Dawa Party, said Shia political leaders should
“go and stay home” and give al-Sadr
the task to form a new Iraqi government.
“Al-Sadr is the only leader who
can mobilise the public and make
his supporters take to the Iraqi
streets. Nobody can stop him,” he
said.
Sameer Nouri Yacoub, an Iraqi
journalist in Michigan, has reported
on Iraqi affairs for more than two
decades.

Assault on Green Zone challenges US-Iran deal in Iraq

View poi nt

Joe Macaron

O

n April 30th, months
into Iraq’s political
crisis and two days
after the visit of US
Vice-President Joe
Biden to Iraq,
loyalists of conservative Shia
cleric Muqtada al-Sadr broke
down the high concrete walls
surrounding central Baghdad’s
Green Zone in a challenge to the
tacit agreement between the
United States and Iran.
An early warning sign of how
inimical al-Sadr is to the US-Iran renewed deal in Iraq came on March
14th when he called Steve Walker,
the US consul general in Basra, a
“terrorist” for visiting wounded
warriors from the Popular Mobilisation Forces (PMF). The unprecedented visit was a significant US
recognition of the Iranian-backed
irregular forces and came one day
after Iraqi Foreign Minister Ibrahim
al-Jaafari defended the PMF in a
speech before the Arab League,
prompting the Saudi delegation to
walk out in protest.
However, the policy shift served
a dual purpose from a US perspective: Integrating the PMF guerrilla
warfare expertise in the battle of
Mosul against the Islamic State

When al-Sadr loyalists
stormed the Green Zone
and chanted “Iran, out,
out”, for Tehran a red line
was crossed.

Iraqi supporters of Shia cleric Muqtada al-Sadr gather outside parliament on May
1st, the day after breaking into Baghdad’s heavily fortified Green Zone.
(ISIS) militants while tapping into
Iran’s emerging sphere of influence.
With the waning image of the Iraqi
military and the public cynicism
towards the ruling elite, the PMF is
becoming a political and military
force in Iraq.
Meanwhile, al-Sadr and his supporters have besieged the fortified
Green Zone, including key government ministries, despite calls by
the Iraqi government not to protest
without a permit. Their main
demand is for the parliament to
approve the technocratic cabinet
announced by Iraqi Prime Minister
Haider al-Abadi.
Al-Sadr later made an alliance
with former prime minister Nuri alMaliki to unseat Parliament Speaker
Salim al-Jabouri. Tehran had to
request the help of Hezbollah
leader Hassan Nasrallah to convince
al-Sadr to step back and allow the

political process to proceed.
Tehran’s influence on the National Alliance, the ruling Shia coalition,
has proved to be limited on several
occasions. Iranian Ambassador to
Iraq Hassan Danai Far noted that
the attempt to unseat Jabouri “complicated the political crisis and did
not take into consideration Iraq’s
constitution”.
However, when al-Sadr loyalists stormed the Green Zone and
chanted “Iran, out, out”, for Tehran
a red line was crossed. Not only did
it warn its citizens against travelling to Iraq, Iran’s supreme leader’s
adviser for international affairs, Ali
Akbar Velayati, described al-Sadr’s
actions as “illegal”. The conservative cleric announced a two-month
hiatus and reportedly travelled to
Iran, a sign of how much influence
Tehran can exert when needed.
Al-Sadr’s move showed the

Al-Sadr’s
move
showed how
fragile is the
situation
in Iraq and
how quickly
the United
States can
lose control
over the
country it
once ruled.

fragility of the situation in Iraq and
how quickly the United States can
lose control over the country it
once ruled, despite a month-long
US diplomatic offensive from the
official launch of the battle of Mosul
on March 24th until Biden’s April
28th visit. The timing of this visit
in the midst of a cabinet formation
was unfortunate, to say the least,
and showed, once again, the limits
of US power.
Three US soldiers have died in
Iraq since the efforts to counter ISIS
started in June 2014 with an estimated cost of more than $6.5 billion
so far. Approximately 5,000 US service personnel are serving in Iraq, a
number higher than the 3,870 cap
set by the White House in 2015.
Yet, the dysfunctional relations
between Iraqi factions are leading US policy in Iraq to stagnation
where no significant progress is
made against ISIS while its influence in the country dwindles.
Meanwhile, the United States and
Iran agreed once again to renew
their share of influence in Iraq’s
patronage system and to maintain
their focus on ISIS. Ending al-Sadr’s
forceful march into Baghdad on
May 2nd was reminiscent of a similar development nearly a decade
ago when an al-Sadr-led armed rebellion was crushed while opposing
an earlier US-Iran deal, Maliki’s rise
to power in 2006.
In post Iran’s nuclear deal world,
Tehran will not allow al-Sadr to
threaten its honeymoon with Washington while it lasts.
Joe Macaron is a Middle East
analyst at the Arab Center of
Washington DC.
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Iraqi factions unify ranks, recapture Bashir
Nermeen Mufti

Bashir

D

ebris littered the area.
Brick and cement buildings were flattened to
the ground. There were
no residents to be heard,
just the whisper of a draft across the
deserted Turkmen village of Bashir,
south-west of the Iraq’s northern
city of Kirkuk.
The extent of destruction bears
witness to the atrocities that Islamic
State (ISIS) militants committed in
the village since taking it over on
June 14th, 2014. The village was recaptured on May 1st.
Seizing Bashir is a significant
step towards liberating Hawija, one
of ISIS’s bastions in northern Iraq,
which is used as a supply and transportation route linking the jihadists
with each other in north-western
Iraq.
It is also a lesson to Iraqis that
when various ethnic groups unify
their ranks, they can defeat ISIS
militants.

Seizing Bashir is a
significant step
towards liberating
Hawija, one of ISIS’s
bastions in northern
Iraq.
Analysts and politicians said liberating Bashir will ease a noose on
Taza Khurmatu, further south. The
multi-ethnic city includes Arabs,
Kurds and Turkmen, who are continuously fighting jihadists to drive
them out of their areas. At least three
civilians were killed and scores of
others were wounded. More than 50
peshmerga, Turkmen and popular
Iraqi militias were reported killed or
wounded in fighting April 25th-26th.
“Liberating Bashir is an important
step towards Hawija, a stronghold
for ISIS”, observed Torhan al-Mufti,
president of the Higher Commission
for Coordinating between Provinces.
Mufti, representing Iraqi Prime

Minister Haider al-Abadi, spoke to
The Arab Weekly during an inspection tour of Bashir.
“We will soon start rehabilitating the village’s infrastructure, removing the ISIS-planted explosive
devices to allow for the return of
displaced Iraqis to their homes,”
Mufti said during a governmentsanctioned tour.

The extent of
destruction in
Bashir bears witness to
the atrocities that
Islamic State (ISIS)
militants committed
since 2014.
A force of Turkmen fighters, assisted by Kurdish peshmerga and
units of Iraq’s popular army that included Shia militias, assisted by US
air strikes, recaptured Bashir.
The village underwent a similar
destruction 36 years ago. In June
1980, Bashir was demolished at the
hands of the Iraqi regime, which
executed dozens of Bashir’s Turkmens, mostly Shias, who were a majority in the town.
Abu Redha Najjar, a supervisor
of the northern axis of the Turkmen Force, Division 16, said liberating Bashir “does not only open the
plain road towards Hawija but also
protects Taza Khurmatu from ISIS’s
attacks”.
Taza Khormato, also widely
known as Taza, is 15km south of
Kirkuk, while Tuz Khormato is
about 60km away from Taza.
He said the joint operation of
ethnic groups of different religious
sects was a “direct message to the
government to say that unity makes
us stronger “.
Abu Thaer, a commander of
the Turkmen Force’s Division 16,
said coalition warplanes bombed
a bridge, cutting off supplies and
fighters for ISIS.
He explained that while the peshmerga deployed on the southern
part of the village, Turkmen fighters
advanced into the village.
“We discovered a network of tun-

(Photo credit: Courtesy of Turkmen Forces)

A resident of Bashir, which was recaptured from ISIS on May 1st, tries to hoist the Iraqi flag at a
government building
nels under the village linked to each
other in a very complicated way,”
Abu Thaer said. He said it was not
immediately clear what the tunnels
were used for.
Abu Thaer said the next step
would be to recapture Rashad, 10km
west of Bashir, a move that would
stop attacks against Bashir and Taza
Khurmatu.
Taza Khurmatu Mayor Hussein
Ali said at least “80% of the village
was destroyed, 800 houses from
1,000 houses are totally destroyed,
the mosques, hospital, schools and
the infrastructure facilities are destroyed completely”, adding that he
met many displaced Iraqi families
from Bashir who want to return to

their village.
Sadiq Bashirly, a poet, said he fled
Bashir with his family the night ISIS
attacked the town in June 2014. He
said his family went to Najaf, while
the others went to Kirkuk and Taza
Khurmatu.
He said his cousin from the Turkmen Force told him his house was
demolished, yet he saw his library
and personal documents under the
fallen walls. “Although my house
was destroyed, finding the books
and a written collection of poems
waiting to be published made me
feel happy,” he said.
“We will be back soon to the village”, he said, pointing out that residents will be back once the area is

cleared of explosives.
Bashirly said he could not forget
that night when ISIS attacked. Tens
were killed and many others went
missing, he added.
Earlier, the Kurdish peshmerga
commander Wasta Rasul was quoted as saying that Iraqi forces could
cooperate with the peshmerga in
Kirkuk province in northern Iraq to
liberate Hawija.
“I can tell ISIS is already on the
verge of falling in Hawija. Peshmerga forces are also ready to close in on
the town,” Rasul said.
Nermeen Mufti, based in Baghdad,
has been reporting on Iraqi affairs
for three decades.

US seeks to speed up Iraqi push on Mosul
Harvey Morris

London

R

eports predicting the
imminent recapture of
Mosul began to circulate
in December 2014, six
months after Iraq’s second largest city was seized by forces of the Islamic State (ISIS).
A year-and-a-half on, a military
campaign to liberate the city is still
“imminent”, although more cautious voices are suggesting the operation may be as much as six, or
even 12, months away.
Aside from the conflicting agendas of those with a stake in confronting ISIS — the Iraqi Army, Shia
militias, Kurds, Sunni Arab tribes as
well as outside players that include
the United States and Iran — an unresolved political crisis is diverting
Baghdad’s attention from the war.
US President Barack Obama,
during a visit to Riyadh in April to
urge Saudi Arabia and other Gulf
Cooperation Council countries to
do more to help Iraq, warned of
the dangers of Baghdad’s political
stalemate. “They’ve got a lot on
their plate,” he said. “Now is not
the time for government gridlock
or bickering.”
On March 24th, with the political
crisis already bubbling, the Iraqi
military announced the first phase
of its Fatah Operation, launched
to liberate Nineveh province, of
which Mosul is the capital. A number of villages were recaptured in
the initial ground operations but
this still left the army about 110km
short of its ultimate prize.

The message from Iraqi Prime
Minister Haider al-Abadi’s American allies has been a mixture of
caution and impatience. Washington officially defers to Baghdad to
decide when and how it chooses to
target Mosul and avoids predicting
an early offensive.
In February, the director of the
US Defense Intelligence Agency,
Marine Corps Lieutenant-General
Vincent Stewart, told US senators
that retaking Mosul would be a
complex operation. He was not optimistic about capturing the city in

the short-term.
“We may be able to begin the
campaign, do some isolation operations around Mosul but securing or taking Mosul is an extensive
operation and not something I see
in the next year or so,” he said.
Despite that note of caution,
there are indications that a major campaign is in the works. The
death of US Navy SEAL Charles
Keating in a firefight with ISIS
highlighted the growing front-line
role of American soldiers, despite
Obama’s assurances that there is

Iraqi security forces fire at Islamic State positions from villages
south of the ISIS-held city of Mosul, Iraq.

no plan to put a substantial force of
boots on the ground.
The British government is preparing to dispatch “hundreds” of
soldiers to Iraq to join about 300
already there, nevertheless stressing that they will be confined to a
training role.
Defence ministers from the United States and ten Western allies
met recently in Germany to pledge
more resources to combating ISIS
in both Iraq and Syria in a statement that specifically referred to
Mosul.
The ministers pledged to speed
up additional support for their
partners on the ground and provide
more resources “in the near-term,
in order to hasten the collapse of
ISIS’s/Daesh’s control over Mosul
and Raqqa”. Daesh is an Arabic acronym for ISIS.
When it comes to the domestic
front, ISIS’s enemies remain divided on the putative offensive.
Shia-dominated militias insist they
should play a role, despite the danger that this could alienate the local elements in and around the majority Sunni Mosul that Baghdad
would like to see on its side in the
fight.
Hadi al-Amiri, leader of the Iranian-backed Badr organisation,
which is one of the strongest Shia
militias, was quoted as saying in
late March that Shia Hashd forces
would play an “essential role” in
the battle for Mosul, although local
fighters and the army would be the
ones to actually enter the city.
Kurdish peshmerga forces will
inevitably continue to play a significant role in the anti-ISIS campaign. That, however, raises fur-

ther suspicions among the Kurds’
nominal Iraqi allies that they will
want to exact a price, possibly staking a claim to Kurdish-populated
areas to the east of Mosul.
Whenever the offensive comes,
Stewart is right to warn it will be
complex. ISIS is generally on the
retreat but yet was able to mount
multiple attacks on peshmerga
forces east of Mosul.

“Securing or taking
Mosul is an extensive
operation and not
something I see in
the next year or so.”
The director of the US
Defense Intelligence
Agency, Marine Corps
Lieutenant-General
Vincent Stewart.
The jihadists may be getting
nervous, however, as are the civilians marooned under ISIS rule.
Operations around Mosul have
forced refugees to flee the area and
the United Nations fears a further
30,000 could be displaced in the
coming weeks.
Meanwhile, in Mosul, residents
report that ISIS has begun dismantling satellite dishes — the city’s
main ear to the outside world — as
part of a blackout to ensure locals
cannot follow news of their promised liberation.
Harvey Morris has worked in the
Middle East for many years and
written several books, including
No Friends but the Mountains:
The Tragic History of the Kurds
published in 1993.
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Fragile Yemen talks resume after suspension
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

A

fter a week of ceasefire
violations and mutual
accusations, talks to
end the 14-month war in
Yemen have resumed in
Kuwait. A peace deal, however, is
not in sight.
Negotiations were suspended
May 1st for three days after the Iranallied Houthi militia and forces loyal to former president Ali Abdullah
Saleh breached the UN-sponsored
ceasefire by seizing a military base
north of Sana’a.
The rebels took over the previously neutral Amaliqa military base
in Amran province, killing several
guards, witnesses said. Houthis
ransacked the base’s arms depot
at a time they were supposed to be
negotiating the surrender of weapons at talks in Kuwait.

“The peace talks
are continuing. We
are determined to
reach an
agreement.”
UN Special Envoy for
Yemen, Ismail Ould Cheikh
Ahmed
An official source in the Yemeni
government delegation in Kuwait
told The Arab Weekly that the decision to suspend talks was to protest the lack of rebel commitment
to the humanitarian pause, their
disregard for the ceasefire and the
ongoing rebel assault on Taiz.
The seizure of the Amaliqa base
equated to a “dangerous escala-

tion”, the source said, coming at a
point in negotiations aimed at discussing rebel disarmament.
The internationally recognised
Yemeni government boycotted the
talks in protest of the seizure, with
informed sources telling The Arab
Weekly, that both Kuwaiti Foreign
Minister Sheikh Sabah Khaled alSabah and UN Special Envoy to
Yemen Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmed
tried to dissuade President Abd
Rabbo Mansour Hadi’s government
from refusing to negotiate.
Factions resumed face-to-face
negotiations May 4th after the
United Nations said a monitoring
committee agreed to by both sides
would investigate the Amaliqa base
takeover.
“The peace talks are continuing. We are determined to reach an
agreement and this commitment
will not wane over time,” Ould
Cheikh Ahmed said.
“We agreed with the two delegations that the De-escalation and Coordination Committee (DCC) would
investigate clashes on the ground
and would provide us with detailed
reports with the aim of protecting
the ongoing peace talks from daily
developments on the ground.”
A major sticking point has been
Taiz, where civilians and troops
loyal to the Yemeni government
have been besieged for months
amid deteriorating humanitarian
conditions.
Yemeni Foreign Minister Abdulmalek al-Mikhlafi demanded UN
action regarding continued rebel
shelling of Taiz and warned there
would be “serious consequences
for the peace process” if the situation did not improve.
Houthi spokesman Mohammed
Abdessalam put the blame on the
Yemeni government, writing on
Twitter that “the forces of aggres-

UN Special Envoy to Yemen Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmed (R) talks with UN spokesman Charbel Raji
during a news conference, on May 5th, in Kuwait City.
sion are blocking political discussions in Kuwait… by invoking false
pretexts alongside a serious escalation.”
Meanwhile, Yemeni and the Gulf
Arab coalition forces drove al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP)
from two southern Yemeni towns
after the recapture of the port city
of Mukalla, which deprived the terrorist network of an estimated $2
million a day in revenue.
Dozens of AQAP fighters left Jaar
and Zinjibar in Abyan province

without a shot fired, witnesses
said.
The US military confirmed it provided military and intelligence support, as well as special operations
forces to help in the fight against
AQAP. Pentagon spokesman Navy
Captain Jeff Davis said the United
States is providing “limited support” — planning, airborne surveillance, intelligence gathering
and medical support — to the Arab
coalition and Yemeni operations in
and around Mukalla. He would not

confirm or deny if US special operations forces were present in Yemen.
The war in Yemen began in
March 2015 when a Saudi-led Arab
coalition began air strikes in an effort to restore Hadi’s internationally recognised Yemeni government.
The recent ceasefire and diplomatic
drive has given the Arab coalition
the opportunity to focus on the alQaeda threat.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.

Jordan, Saudi Arabia
move closer in the face
of regional upheaval
Jamal J. Halaby

Amman

J

ordan and Saudi Arabia are
moving closer to each other,
with the Sunni Muslim Arab
kingdoms setting up a joint
council that would identify
and target investment opportunities in cash-strapped Jordan and
enhance political consultations between the two neighbours.
The move is seen as part of a Saudi effort to keep Jordan stable and
close while firming up a regional
Sunni alliance against Shia Iran.
The formation of a Saudi-Jordanian Coordination Council was announced in Riyadh following lateApril talks between King Salman
bin Abdulaziz Al Saud and Jordan’s
King Abdullah II.

The formation of a
Saudi-Jordanian
Coordination Council
was announced in
Riyadh.
The council is widely seen as an
investment body with executive
powers that would expedite Saudi
donations to Jordan through investments in certain sectors, provide
job opportunities and improved
services to Jordanians by means of
specific projects, instead of cash
contributions.
The council would enjoy enough
leverage “to enhance political consultations and coordination” regarding unspecified “bilateral, regional and international issues”,
according to a memorandum of
understanding setting up the body
co-chaired by Saudi Deputy Crown

Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin
Abdulaziz Al Saud.
“This is Jordan’s biggest investment deal ever that would allow for
billions of dollars from Saudi Arabia
to be pumped into its economy,”
said Bassem Awadallah, a former
Jordanian deputy prime minister
and a close a confidant of the king,
who is credited with being the architect of the deal with the Saudis.
Awadallah said the agreement
would set the stage for Saudi investments in Jordan’s nuclear and solar
energy sectors as well as uranium
enrichment after a huge reserve
said to be of commercial quantity
was discovered in areas across the
country.
Investment Authority Director
Thabet al-Wer said Saudi Arabia was
already one of Jordan’s top five investors, with more than $10 billion
spent on projects in infrastructure,
transportation, energy, financial
and commercial sectors as well as
tourism construction.
The council’s formation followed
an April 11th visit by the Saudi deputy crown prince to Jordan, where
he reassured its leaders that plans
to return two islands from Egypt
to Saudi control and build a bridge
over the Red Sea to link the Arab
countries should have little repercussions on Aqaba, Jordan’s water
outlet on the Red Sea.
The Saudi official said the moves
were part of the country’s efforts
to create a regional Sunni alliance
against Shia Iran.
The joint business council with
Jordan appears to reward the kingdom for its continued support of
Riyadh whether in joining an Arab
coalition fighting Yemen’s Houthi
militias or in its active but behindthe-scenes role in the Syrian war

Jordan’s King Abdullah II (L) meeting with King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud in Riyadh, on April 27th.
and the international battle against
Islamic State (ISIS) militants in
neighbouring Syria and Iraq.
Some critics, however, saw the
move as a more organised Saudi attempt, and one that could replace
an earlier arrangement, to manage
its historically strategic relationship
with a neighbouring Muslim Arab
kingdom. An arrangement floated
in 2011 was to have Jordan and Morocco, in North Africa, join the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) as full
members.
Officials on both sides say discussions are still taking place but they
cite difficulties allowing the Jordanian and Moroccan labour force
access to GCC states. Some speak
of geographic proximity, with Morocco being closer to France than it
is to Qatar and that, if Jordan joins,
the GCC will be at Israel’s border.
“The Saudis are trying to tell us
something much simpler: ‘Guys, we
need your military support in these
difficult times. We’re spending $25
billion on the bridge near your Aqaba, don’t be upset, we’ll spend a bit
on projects in Jordan to keep it stable’.” said independent researcher
Mohammed Irshad.
Nevertheless, the creation of the

council ensures that Jordan remains
close to Saudi Arabia as the Sunni
alliance is firming up.
A reliable ally of Saudi Arabia and
the rest of the GCC, Jordan has stationed thousands of security officers in the gulf region for decades
— partnerships with Muslim armies
that GCC states see as critical in this
time of regional upheavals. For its
part, Jordan needs desperately to
address the fiscal deficits generated
by the recent expansion of state
subsidies and significant increases
in civil servant wages and pensions.
Jordan’s army is considered
among the most professional in the
region and is seen as particularly
well-trained and well-organised,
partly to maintain a secure front for
Israel against Islamic jihadists in the
neighbourhood.
Jordan’s anti-terrorism squads,
special operations units and quick
mobilisation forces are among the
strongest in the region. Jordanian
security leaks point to the kingdom
being active in fighting terrorism
either alongside the United States
or alone in several places, including Somalia, Afghanistan, Pakistan,
Syria and Iraq.
Jordan participated covertly in a

1,500 Saudi force that quelled a Shia
uprising in Bahrain in 2011, according to the leaks.
An emerging Sunni coalition
against the Iranian-led Shia alliance
is becoming more visible, although
transforming it into a purely mili
tary alliance could prove ineffective
against Tehran and its allies.
The Sunni alliance was mani
fested in the Saudi-led coalition battling Iran-backed insurgent Houthi
Shia militias in Yemen. It was also
evident in moves by Saudi Arabia
and other gulf states to crack down
on Iran’s Lebanese proxy, Hezbollah, and in their funding of Sunni
rebels fighting Presi
dent Bashar
Assad’s Alawite regime — a Shia offshoot — in Syria.
With Iraq, Syria and parts of Lebanon under heavy Shia Muslim influence, Saudi Arabia and other Arab
states are concerned that Iran’s
sway will expand in a region traditionally dominated by rival Sunni
governments.
Jamal J. Halaby, based in Jordan, is
Levant editor for The Arab Weekly
and has reported on the Middle
East and North Africa for nearly
three decades.
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The gap between the Muslim
minority and European
societies needs to be bridged

T

he election of Labour MP Sadiq Khan as London’s first
Muslim mayor is a victory over Islamophobia. However, the election of any Muslim mayor anywhere in
Europe is unfortunately bound to be surrounded by
controversy.
A recent poll by the French agency IFOP shows, for
instance, there is substantial resistance to the idea of a
Muslim mayor in France and Germany: 44% of those polled in
France and 27% of Germans asked said they are opposed to the
election of a mayor of “Muslim origin”.
The very presence of a “Muslim community” is perceived as a
“threat” by 47% in France and 43% in Germany, the poll indicated.
Furthermore, 68% of French respondents and 71% of Germans
asked do not see Muslims as integrated and they blame Muslims
primarily for a “refusal to integrate”.
The French, who are arguably Europe’s most secularist in outlook, appear particularly resentful of Muslim displays of symbols
and rites of their faith. Some 63% of the French questioned said
such displays were “too conspicuous”. About half of Germans and
French stated opposition to the building of mosques.
These are not signs that the gap between Muslims and the rest of
European societies is narrowing. At the opposite, there are indications it is breeding violence.
A report published May 2nd by the French National Consultative
Commission of Human Rights (CNCDH) shows that anti-Muslim
crimes and threats rose 223% in 2015 — and this counts only
reported incidents.
The increased hostility towards Muslims is clearly related to
terror incidents perpetrated by jihadists. “Peaks” of violence were
recorded in January 2015 (after jihadists attacked the staff of the
French magazine Charlie Hebdo) and in November 2015 (when
terrorists carried out a series of attacks in Paris), according to
CNCDH President Christine Lazerges.
The report shows that Muslims and Jews in France have a lot in
common. The latter remain the target of about 40% of hate incidents but, as a minority, they are better accepted than black people,
Maghrebis or Muslims and attacks on Jews decreased 5% in 2015.
It remains to be seen whether fear of Muslims in France and other
parts of Europe will prove impervious to broader changes towards
more tolerance in European societies. More than 50% of French
people said in 2015 they were not “racist” and 33% rejected the
notion of race.
Most Muslims in France are French nationals. As such, they
deserve the same treatment as fellow citizens of different faiths. It
is crucial that integration of the Muslim minority, which is mostly
of North African descent, becomes the rule rather than the exception, be it in France and in the rest of Europe.
It takes an effort from both sides to bridge the current gap. This is
an urgent task as complacency about this problem or further
polarisation around it will offer no solution to Europe’s security
problems. Muslim community leaders in Europe should help in the
integration of Muslims by distancing themselves from extremists
and advocating more moderate behaviour that can allay the fears of
non-Muslims in Europe. If left unaddressed, the problem can only
lead to further tragedies.
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Iranians playing with
fire in the Gulf

I

n an act of precarious
defiance, the deputy
commander of Iraq’s
powerful Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps
threatened to bar access to
the strategic Strait of Hormuz to
Claude Salhani
the United States and its allies if
they “threaten” the Islamic
Republic.
The narrow strait that lies between Iran on one side and Oman’s
Musandam peninsula on the other
provides the only sea passage to
the open ocean from the Arabian
Gulf. It is one of the world’s most
strategically important choke
points.
At its narrowest, the strait has a
width of 54km, making it relatively
simple to block. Crippling one or
two supertankers, of which there
are no shortages going through the
busy strait on a daily basis, would
close the passage to all shipping.
Blocking the strait would create an oil shortage for parts of
the world, diplomatic imbroglio
and military enmeshment, with
potentially grave conseWith regional conflicts quences.
On the oil front, with
raging, there are good Hormuz closed, there
would be an immediate
chances for any
fuel shortage. It is estithat about 20% of
Iranian-US conflict to mated
the world’s petroleum
passes through the
escalate.
strait.
The closing of Hormuz
would have serious consequences for Saudi Arabia, whose
super tankers need the Hormuz
outlet to ferry the country’s oil
and liquefied natural gas from port
terminals in Eastern province, as
well as for other Gulf Cooperation
Council members.
Such action would create a
scurry on the diplomatic front, as
politicians and diplomats at all
levels would try to reach a peaceful
solution.
The United States would certainly intervene, as it has in the
past to protect its US Navy 5th
Fleet, which has its home port in

Bahrain and is deployed mainly to
protect international shipping in
the region.
There is a memorable precedent
of a similar situation pitting the
US military against the Iranians
when, in 1987-88, the US Navy set
out to escort as many tankers and
supertankers as it could, frequently engaging the Iranians who tried
to attack the vessels.
But that was nearly 30 years ago.
Today the region is very different
and much more volatile. Following
the uprisings of the “Arab spring”,
it is much more explosive with
several conflicts percolating.
Given the harsh realities associated with the closure of such a
strategically important waterway,
it is unlikely that the Iranians
would actually go through with
their threat to bar US ships from
the strait.
However, the danger may come
because hotheads in Iran, egged on
by the country’s military successes
in Syria and political achievements
on the nuclear negotiation front,
could be blinded and misguided by
those limited accomplishments.
Iranian state media quoted
Brigadier-General Hossein Salami,
the acting commander of the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps,
as saying: “If the Americans and
their regional allies want to pass
through the Strait of Hormuz and
threaten us, we will not allow any
entry.”
Earlier Iranian Supreme Leader
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei criticised
US military drills in the Gulf.
The last time the United States
confronted the Iranians in the
Gulf, the situation was contained
but with conflicts raging in Yemen,
Iraq and Syria and with jihadists
creating potential trouble in the
rest of the region, there are good
chances for any Iranian-US conflict
to escalate to very dangerous
levels.
Claude Salhani is the Opinion
editor of The Arab Weekly. Follow
him on Twitter @Claudesalhani.
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Proud to hold keys of Muslim-Christian coexistence

A

s a Muslim and the
current custodian of
the keys to the
Church of the Holy
Sepulchre in
Jerusalem, I consider the church a second home.
Adeeb Joudeh al-Husseini
Inside this holy shrine, I cherish
many pleasant childhood
memories, escorted there by my
father.
Also there, I learnt the true
meaning of Muslim-Christian coexistence, which is deeply rooted
in Palestinian history and culture.
I believe in Jesus Christ and his
mother, Mary. I would not be a
true Muslim also if I did not believe that he had the power to give
life to the dead and eyes to those
who couldn’t see.
I also believe in the Bible as a
revelation from God to Jesus.
The Church of the Holy Sepulchre was built in 333 by the Roman emperor Constantine, seven
years after his mother, Queen
Helena, marked the place of
Golgotha during a visit to the Holy
Land. The church is considered
the oldest and holiest in Christianity. Tradition also has it that it
was built on the rock where Jesus
was crucified.
The church’s name relates to the
resurrection of Christ from death
on the third day after crucifixion,
according to the Christian belief.
Every year, millions of Christians
converge on the church for blessing and worship.
Despite years of
struggle with the
I am very blessed to
Crusaders, Muslim
leader Saladin bebe part of this
lieved in ChristianMuslim coexistence.
Muslim-Christian
He did not wish
unity.
to make the Holy
Land off-limits to
Christian pilgrims.
And, in a display of tolerance, he
offered free passage through it to
all genuine pilgrims.
The wise leader also sought
to follow the steps of Caliph
Umar Ibn al-Khattab in granting
Christians safety to their churches
so they could live in peace. He

Adeeb Joudeh, 53, whose Muslim family has been the traditional caretaker for centuries of the main
entrance key to the Jerusalem Church of Holy Sepulchre, shakes hands with church officials.
ordered the keys to the church
be retained by the Hashemite
noble family Joudeh al-Husseini
al-Ghodayya, descendants of the
Prophet Mohammad.
At the time, the family was part
of the Nobles in the Holy Land. Its
members commanded top positions in the city and its shrines.
The idea behind handing the keys
to my ancestors was to protect the
church from harm and to remind
any successor who thinks of ruining the church that the keys are
with the Nobles of Jerusalem, who
were highly influential Muslims.
Aref al-Aref, a Jerusalem-based
historian, wrote in his book
the History of Jerusalem that
“The Joudeh al-Husseini were

entrusted with the Keys to the
Church of Holy Sepulchre since
the 12th century under Salah Elddin in 1187AD. The family is still
performing this honourable task
in accordance with 165 Royal Decrees, known as faramans, issued
by the successive sultans who
ruled Jerusalem, which are in the
family’s custody.”
I, Adeeb Joudeh al-Husseini,
being the current custodian, am
assiduous on opening the church
daily at 4am and closing it at 8pm.
Another family, the Nusseibehs,
is the church’s doorkeeper. It is responsible for opening and closing
the gate and returning the keys
back to Joudeh al-Husseini.
Besides being the custodian of

the keys to the Holy Sepulchre,
Joudeh al-Husseini is also the
Holy Tomb Seal Holder. The family puts its seal on the Holy Wax
before the emergence of the Holy
Light on Holy Saturday marking
the beginning of Easter.
I am very blessed to be part of
this Muslim-Christian unity and
I look forward to continuing this
mission and transferring it to my
children.
Adeeb Joudeh al-Husseini,
a native of Jerusalem, is the
custodian of the keys to the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre and
holder of the Holy Tomb Seal. His
family has held the honourable
task for more than 850 years.

The end to Obama’s ‘New Beginning’ in the Middle East

A

New Beginning was
the title of US
President Barack
Obama’s 2009 Cairo
speech in which he
promised to reverse
Western misconceptions about
Imad Salamey
the Islamic world, build mutuality, end extremism and resolve
the Palestinian-Israeli conf lict
based on the principle of a
two-state solution.
Middle Eastern enthusiasts
hoped the election of the first
African-American US president
would signal the dawn of a new
era in US-Arab relations.
However, fast unravelling post“Arab spring” events exposed
the limits of neo-liberal idealism,
prompting Obama towards “pragmatic” adjustments in policy.
According to journalist Jeffrey
Goldberg, who has interviewed
the president on several occasions, Obama has revised his Middle East strategy, removing most
American boots on the ground in
the region, shifting the burden
of maintaining regional security
towards a tenuous pact between
Iran and Saudi Arabia, which he
said should “share
the neighbourhood”
Fast unravelling
as America leads
from behind.
post-“Arab spring”
In a 2015 Foreign
Affairs
article, Marc
events exposed the
Lynch described
limits of neo-liberal
Obama’s approach
as “rightsizing”.
idealism.
Martin Indyk has
called it “the most
important change in
strategy since Nixon’s opening to
China”, signalling a “‘pivot’ away
from the Middle East towards
Asia”.

Despite the killing of Osama bin
Laden in Pakistan and the halting of Iran’s nuclear programme,
Obama’s doctrine, in both idealistic and realistic versions, has
reaped mostly disappointments.
During his term, the Middle
East has been rocked by instability, civil wars, displacement,
foreign invasions and violent
atrocities that have devastated
millions of lives. Four Arab states
have been engulfed in sectarian
and tribal civil wars, more than 15
million people have been forcibly
displaced, many cities and towns
have been destroyed, more than
40 countries have taken direct
military action in the region and
sectarian extremism has mushroomed.
Throughout the past eight
years, the United States has failed
to make a breakthrough in the
Palestinian-Israeli peace negotiations, demonstrated an inability
to stabilise a post-Qaddafi Libya
and displayed a limited capacity
to boost democratic transition in
Egypt. It seems to have lost command of Syria, Lebanon and Iraq
in favour of Russia and Iran as
well as the Islamic State (ISIS).
The last development has
exposed US weakness. Relations with strategic allies such as
Turkey, Egypt and Saudi Arabia
have grown stiff amid US-Iranian
and US-Kurdish rapprochements.
During Obama’s term, the Middle
East has arguably become the
most volatile and unstable region
in the world.
It remains difficult to attribute
to Obama’s policy a shift in priority that accounts for achievements
in Asia. On the contrary, Russia
and China have established closer

ties. North Korea has prevailed
over US ultimatums in the pursuit
of nuclear testing and missile
launching.
From a realpolitik perspective,
it can be argued that the overall
Obama strategy, and despite the
human and moral toll, has reaped
the fruits of a Sunni-Shia regional
divide, prompting an arms race
that has boosted Middle Eastern
states’ purchase of US weapons,
lowered oil prices and beefed up
the United States’ role as a power
broker.
However, the instability of the
Middle East has proven to have
grave worldwide consequences
beyond American control. The
refugee exodus has threatened
European unity. The IranianRussian alliance has increasingly
placed Europe and Turkey under
the extortion of a Russian and
Iranian gas monopoly. Saudi
Arabia, Turkey and Egypt have
all begun to search for alternative
and trans-regional security arrangements among Islamic states
beyond the regional paradigm being offered by the Obama administration.
Still, it can claim to have made
a diplomatic breakthrough by
concluding an Iranian nuclear
deal that, in the words of the US
president, has made “the region,
the United States and the world
more secure”. In the assessment
of his administration, a nuclearfree Iran undermines conservative hardliners, paves the way for
moderates and perhaps makes
closer ties between Iran and the
United States a possibility.
Recent election results in Iran
have shown moderate gains for
the reformists while conserva-

tives have asserted control over
parliament. Ayatollah Ali Khamenei has sent threatening messages
to those who believe “the world of
tomorrow is a world of discourse,
not missiles”, including leading
reformists within Iran’s clerical
establishment, such as Ayatollah
Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani.
Thus far the lifting of sanctions has neither undermined the
hardliners nor slowed the IranianRussian alliance. To the contrary,
Moscow has increased its cooperation with Tehran, delivering the
first shipment of S-300 systems to
create an Iranian-integrated airdefence system. Iranian military
intervention in Syria has only
grown.
A turbulent and conflictridden Middle East has come to
characterise the era of Obama’s
presidency. His administration is
sure to be judged for the conflictdefined quagmire the Middle East
finds itself in and the failure of a
new beginning.
The “rightsizing” of the US
role in the Middle East requires
new American leadership that
can make stabilisation a strategic
priority and regain credibility
among strategic allies. Until then,
people in the Middle East eagerly
await the expiry of Obama’s term
with the same enthusiasm with
which they cheered his promises
of a “New Beginning”.
Imad Salamey is an associate
professor of political science
and international affairs at the
Lebanese American University in
Beirut, a senior policy adviser on
Middle East and Arab Affairs and
the author of The Government and
Politics of Lebanon.
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Uneasy truce
in Syria, US sets
deadline for
transition
The Arab Weekly staff

Geneva

I

nternational efforts to restart
fragile Syrian peace talks continued after an uneasy truce
was called in Aleppo but both
the government and opposition
gave little indication that another
round of negotiations could lead to a
political transition before an August
deadline.
The agreement came one day after US Secretary of State John Kerry
issued an ultimatum to Syrian President Bashar Assad’s regime, signalling international frustration at
the disruption of the ceasefire and
peace process.

“The target date for
the transition is
August 1st.”

US Secretary of State
John Kerry.
“The target date for the transition
is August 1st… So either something
happens in these next few months
or they are asking for a very different track,” he said at a May 3rd news
conference.

“If Assad’s strategy is to somehow
think he’s going to just carve out
Aleppo and carve out a section of
the country, I got news for you and
him: This war doesn’t end. As long
as Assad is there, the opposition is
not going to stop fighting.”
The expanded ceasefire went
into effect May 4th with the Assad
regime grudgingly confirming that
it would abide by the enlarged “regime of calm” and the Syrian opposition calling for the truce to be further widened.
“The ceasefire must, without exception, cover all of Syria, including Aleppo. Otherwise it will not
succeed,” Syrian High Negotiations
Committee (HNC) spokesman Salem
al-Meslet said.
The HNC, the main opposition negotiating delegation, called for the
international community to work
together to enforce the ceasefire
and, most importantly, establish a
mechanism to respond to truce violations.
The new agreement would see US
and Russian military officials working together at a coordination centre
in Geneva to monitor and document
violations, although it does not include a clear mechanism to punish
violators.
The HNC walked out of the previous round of Geneva talks, citing
government ceasefire violations,
particularly air strikes on hospitals
and medical facilities in Aleppo.
The next round of talks in Geneva

German Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier (L) and French Foreign Minister Jean-Marc Ayrault
arrive for a statement to be issued on the situation in Syria in Berlin, on May 4th.
are expected to take place in May —
although no exact date has been set
— with many hoping the HNC will
attend.
Even if the two sides return to
Geneva for talks, many issues need
to be addressed, not least the fate
of Assad and what any “transition”
in Syria would look like. The Syrian
government delegation has refused
to address the future of Assad, describing it as a “red line”.
HNC coordinator Riad Hijab said
the Geneva talks had reached an
“impasse” and called for a “new initiative” that did not include Assad.
“For us, it is impossible to discuss the issue of a broad-based or
transitional government according
to the regime’s definition,” he said,

adding that there can be no political
solution in Syria so long as Assad remains.
Meslet also called for a new initiative, stressing that, given the August deadline any negotiations must
have a “clear agenda” and “specific
timetable.”
Although the Assad regime agreed
to the expanded ceasefire in Aleppo,
it sent mixed signals with an inflammatory statement saying it would
accept nothing less than outright
victory against rebels in Aleppo.
In a telegram to Russian President
Vladimir Putin to mark the anniversary of Russia’s victory over Nazi
Germany, Assad likened Aleppo to
Stalingrad and stressed that Damascus would not accept anything less

than “attaining final victory” and
“crushing the aggression” of the
Syrian rebels, state media reported.
Assad’s delegation has shown little inclination to enter into meaningful negotiations with the HNC over
a transition in Syria. The head of
the Assad side’s delegation, Bashar
Jaafari, described them as becoming
“constructive and useful” only after
the main opposition delegation had
left Geneva.
Jaafari has called for the formation of an “expanded government”
that would include opposition representation but also representatives
of the current government, including Assad. This is a position the HNC
and Syrian rebel groups have said
they will not accept.

Homs, Syria’s third-largest city, shattered by war
Khalil Hamlo

Homs

T

he scenes of utter destruction recall those of
Stalingrad and Berlin at
the end of the second
world war. Homs, Syria’s
third largest city with a pre-war
population of more than 1 million,
has been devastated beyond recognition during more than five years
of civil strife.
The city needs major reconstruction because only a few buildings
can be restored. Most will have to
be flattened and rebuilt.
Destruction is widespread in the
old part of the city, which makes
up 40% of Homs. There is little to
identify places once filled with life.
Almost every building has been reduced to an empty shell or smashed
to pieces by artillery fire and aerial
bombing.
Since conflict began in March
2011, Homs has been a hot spot, a
rebel stronghold until pro-government forces took it back in 2014.
“Certain areas of the city, especially the old part, are completely
destroyed and restoration there
won’t do,” said Homs Governor Talal Barazi. “We have already started
working on complete reconstruction programmes in three neighbourhoods — Baba Amr, Jobar and
Sultaniya — where 465 residential
towers will be built on an area of
217 hectares.”
Under the programme, Barazi
explained, owners of the destroyed
dwellings can choose between acquiring an alternative place, which
they would receive within four
years from the start of reconstruction, or owning shares in the projects.
“We expect the international
community to help in the task of
Syria’s reconstruction. The massive destruction is also an interna-

Complete devastation in Bab Houd neighbourhood facing the citadel of Homs in the city centre.
tional responsibility,” he said. “We
have 1 million families homeless.
Half of them are refugees in other
countries and the rest are displaced
inside Syria. We definitely look forward to international support, taking into account the humanitarian
aspect of the issue.”
Reconstruction work is not expected to begin for at least 18
months, according to sources in
Homs municipality. “The volume
of rubble and debris is estimated
at more than 1.35 million cubic metres, of which only 300,000 have
been removed,” one source said on
condition of anonymity.
“The first bulldozer is not expected to start working before 2018, in
view of the complexity of reconstruction and its intertwining with
the complicated political file and
issues related to financing and partnership,” the source added.
International contracting and en-

gineering companies are headed to
Syria, vying for a share in the reconstruction process. But Syrian President Bashar Assad has declared
more than once that only “Syria’s
friends” — an obvious reference to
Russia, Iran and China — would be
allowed to assist in Syria’s reconstruction.

The scenes of utter
destruction recall
those of Stalingrad and
Berlin at the end of the
second world war.
While China limited its “friendship” to diplomatic support in the
UN Security Council, Iran and Russia have been providing direct military backing to prevent Assad’s regime from collapsing.
Russian Ambassador to Syria
A l ex a n d e r Kinshchak visited

Homs in April to check on the extent of destruction, a move seen as
paving the way for Russia’s role in
the reconstruction of the once vibrant Syrian city.
“The ambassador toured the old
city and told me that the scale of
destruction in Homs is similar to
that wrought upon Europe during
the second world war when the
Russian city of Minsk was 95% destroyed and Berlin 100%,” Barazi
said. “That’s not exactly the case
in Homs and this makes us hopeful
about recovering the city again.”.
He pointed out that the reconstruction plans would be designed
to restore the old architecture and
heritage of the city as much as possible, especially the souks dating
back to the Ottoman period.
Another source involved in reconstruction projects said contracts
for the old city would be awarded to
Russian companies while rebuild-

ing in rural areas to the west of the
city, and the nearby town of Qusair
would be carried out by Iranian
firms.
The shocking destruction of
Homs was revealed in February
in footage taken by drone filming
company Russia Works. From the
air, the city seems nothing more
than a ghost town with little to no
movement in the streets or buildings. Roofs are covered in rubble or
have been blown off. The streets of
the once major industrial centre are
littered with debris.
Despite the desolation, some
merchants whose shops were not
demolished have returned to the
market area in Al-Hamidiyah. Nabil Akhras reopened the undamaged section of his fabric shop six
months ago, preferring not to wait
for reconstruction to start.
“I decided to return although
there are seldom any buyers,” he
said. “Even when the gunmen were
present here in the early stage of
the war I used to open my shop.
Some shop owners have restored
their stores but the area remains
largely deserted because it is still a
military zone surrounded by many
checkpoints.”
For journalist Mustafa Sayyed,
ending the siege imposed by the regime around Homs and in the western and southern outskirts should
be a prelude to reconstruction.
“The biggest problem is the
massive displacement of the people from Qusair and the presence
of (Lebanese) Hezbollah fighters,
who are banning the people from
returning to their homes… Villages
and towns were emptied in ethniccleansing crimes, and this should
stop and its fallout treated and resolved,” Sayyed said, speaking from
outside Syria.
Khalil Hamlo is a Damascus-based
journalist and regular contributor
to The Arab Weekly. He has been
reporting on Syria since 1995.
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Medical sector under fire in Syria’s bloody war
Manar Abdel Razzak

Gaziantep, Turkey

A

ttacks on medical personnel and facilities, a
constant threat throughout the brutal war in
Syria, appear to be becoming a war strategy followed by
all parties to the conflict, especially
the Syrian regime. There has recently been a sharp escalation in attacks
and counter-attacks on hospitals in
Aleppo.
The latest violence, in which two
hospitals were destroyed in opposition areas and another damaged on
the government side, triggered a
global outcry and a unanimous decision by the UN Security Council condemning attacks on health workers
as war crimes.

There has recently
been a sharp
escalation in attacks
and counter-attacks
on hospitals in Aleppo.
Hospital attacks have made life
untenable for many Syrians, who
are suffering deteriorating health
conditions from years of war in
which hundreds of medical personnel have been killed and thousands
have fled the country.
More than 650 medical workers
have been killed in attacks since the
onset of the conflict in March 2011,
according to a source in the Ministry
of Health in the exiled opposition
government.
“Some 200 hospitals, dispensaries and field hospices have been
targeted by the regime forces, driving thousands of medics to flee from
opposition areas and the country
altogether. Also dozens of doctors
and nurses are still detained in the
regime’s prisons, causing acute
shortages in medical staff,” said the
source, who asked for anonymity.
In Aleppo, two doctors, including
the only paediatrician in the city, Dr
Wassim Moaz, were killed April 27th
in a suspected Russian or regime air

strike that destroyed Al-Quds Hospital. Doctors without Borders (MSF)
said eight doctors and 28 nurses
worked at the facility, which it supported.
“Some 350,000 people live in the
opposition-controlled area of Aleppo, where no more than ten doctors
are still operating,” the source said.
“Specialists in many fields, including cardiologists, neurologists and
chronic disease professionals, do
not exist while drugs and medical
supplies are hardly available.”
According to the Order of Physicians in Aleppo, as many as 2,500
medical doctors were based in the
city before the war. The number has
dwindled to less than 100 in both
parts of the city today.
Fleeing air strikes and barrel
bombs, many medical facilities have
relocated to relatively safer areas on
the northern border with Turkey,
where field hospitals were set up
with the backing of international
charities and humanitarian organisations.
“Facilities are being funded by European organisations, such as Medical and Hand in Hand, in addition to
MSF, which runs eight field hospitals in the governorates of Idlib and
Aleppo. Many of those have been
bombarded, especially in the city
of Aazaz,” said Dr Mohamad Abou
Hamed, a physician who works with
MSF.
The director of a field hospital on
the Syrian-Turkish border pointed
out that medical care is largely dispensed by visiting volunteer doctors. “They come mainly from European countries, Egypt and Gaza
Strip. [They] spend a month here,
sometimes carrying out several
surgeries a day. This is a temporary
arrangement to compensate for
the sharp shortage in medical staff,
which is difficult to find since many
had left the country,” said the director, who spoke on condition of anonymity.
Hospitals in regime-held territory
have been targeted by rebels. The
Canadian Hospital in Aleppo, among
the biggest in the Middle East, was
destroyed by two trucks laden with

People inspect the damage at al-Quds hospital after it was hit by air strikes, in a rebel-held area of
Syria’s Aleppo, on April 28th.
100 tonnes of explosives in 2013, after it was transformed into a military
base for the Syrian Army.
Al Dabit Maternity Hospital was
seriously damaged by artillery fire in
the latest round of hospital attacks
in Aleppo. Three women were killed
and 17 others injured.
Private clinics were not spared.
Dr Maad Abdel Aziz was forced to
become a roving medic, offering his
services on the roadside, following the destruction of his clinic in
Maarat al Naaman in north-western
Syria in 2014.
“I am a general physician,” Abdel
Aziz said. “I can only provide primary care and help diagnose cases
that need hospitalisation. After the
bombing of the clinic, I placed all
the equipment I could save in my

car and have since been travelling
around to dispense my services.
“I go near battlefield to tend to the
wounded but I am usually parked on
the Aleppo-Latakia highway and the
people know where to find me now.”

2,500 medical doctors
were based in Aleppo
before the war. The
number has dwindled
to less than 100 today.
In the Palestinian refugee camp
of Yarmouk near Damascus, which
had a pre-war population of more
than 500,000, all 15 medical facilities have been destroyed and the
estimated 2,700 medics have fled,
except for one doctor, providing
care to the remaining 20,000 people

in the camp.
In territories held by the Islamic
State (ISIS), male gynaecologists
were banned from practicing, leaving the specialty in the hands of
midwives.
“Most gynaecologists had no
choice but to leave, while those who
remained are working as general
physicians. Few exceptions were
made in places where there are no
female doctors or midwives but on
condition that a woman would examine the patient and communicate
findings to the male doctor,” a gynaecologists who left ISIS’s de facto
capital in Syria, Raqqa, said.
Manar Abdel Razzak is a Syrian
reporter based in the southern
Turkish city of Gaziantep.

US decision to send more special
operations forces to Syria raises
concerns at home
Gregory Aftandilian

Washington

U

S
President
Barack
Obama’s decision to insert more special operations forces into Syria
reflects the views of
his military commanders that such
personnel are needed to conduct
more operations against Islamic
State (ISIS) targets and to shore up
local forces arrayed against the terrorist group.
Members of Congress, however,
criticised the decision for either being too little to do the job or heading down a slippery slope to a never-ending military engagement.

The Obama
administration has
announced that it
would send 250
additional special
operations forces to
Syria.
The Obama administration on
April 25th announced it would send
250 additional special operations
forces to Syria to augment the 50
already there to help the Syrian
Democratic Forces, made up mostly of Syrian Kurds and Syrian Sunni
Muslim Arabs, to build on gains
they made in taking territory from

ISIS. Obama said in a news conference that the US troops would not
be leading the fight but would be
essential in “providing the training
and assisting local forces”.
An administration official said:
“These forces will expand those efforts [connecting with local forces
and enhancing targeting efforts]
and build on what has been working.”
Although unstated, the special
forces will likely conduct operations against specific ISIS targets.
An April 28th article in the Daily
Beast, a respected New York-based
website, noted that US special operators have killed approximately
40 ISIS commanders, weakening
the group’s ability to conduct operations.
Placing additional US forces into
Syria undoubtedly exposes more of
them to danger. A Pentagon spokesman acknowledged that “they’re in
harm’s way… and they will be able
to defend themselves if they come
under fire but that is not the intent
of this deployment.”
In Iraq, some of the 3,500-4,000
US military trainers have expressed
optimism about the improved
qualities of the regular Iraqi Army.
Others noted, however, that without US trainers being embedded
in forward units, Iraqi troops have
less confidence in mounting offensive operations. Some US military
trainers have described this process
as shoring up the “backbone” of the

average Iraqi soldier.
The more US soldiers are involved with advance units of the
Iraqi military, though the more
they will come in harm’s way. There
have been US casualties in Iraq during recent operations.
The announcement of more US
special operations forces in Syria
was greeted with tepid support
by Obama’s critics who say the
president needs to do more militarily. Retired US Army General Jack
Keane described the new deployment as a good first step but underscored that “we’re likely nowhere
near destroying the safe haven in
Syria and taking [ISIS’s] capital city
of Raqqa until at best sometime in
2017”.
Keane added that it is from this
safe haven that ISIS conducts its
internet operations, recruits new
fighters, funds its military operations and has its command and control. “And we have never had a plan
or a strategy to destroy the safe haven,” he added.
Testifying April 28th before the
US Senate Armed Services Committee, US Defense Secretary Ashton
Carter and Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff US Marines General
Joseph Dunford heard sharp criticism of the administration’s policy
from committee chairman Senator
John McCain (R-Arizona) and other
Republicans.
McCain said: “Once again, the response has been reactive, slow and

US Defense Secretary Ashton Carter testifies before the US Senate
Armed Services Committee in Washington, on April 28th.
insufficient.” He added that, while
the United States has made tactical gains against ISIS, “we must ask
ourselves: Is this [strategy] working? Are we winning?”
Other Republicans on the committee focused on the choice of
words by the Obama administration to describe its actions against
ISIS in Syria and Iraq. Senator Dan
Sullivan (R-Alaska) asked: “Why
does the administration go through
these crazy [word] somersaults that
the entire country knows is not correct, to say our troops are not in
combat when they’re in combat?”
Some Democrats have voiced
concern that the insertion of more
troops into Syria, in addition to
the several thousand US military
trainers in Iraq, has the markings
of “mission creep”, which characterised the build-up of US forces in

Vietnam in the 1960s.
The Pentagon spokesman denied
the “mission creep” analogy and instead described the effort as “accelerating” the campaign “to further
enable” local forces: “This is not a
question of putting in thousands of
American forces to wage this fight.”
Obama’s strategy all along is to
have local forces do the fighting but
the chaos in Syria and Iraq likely
means that these forces will not be
able to defeat ISIS in his remaining
months in office. The insertion of
more US forces is aimed at speeding up the fight but victory remains
elusive.
Gregory Aftandilian is an associate
of the Middle East Center at the
University of MassachusettsLowell and is a former US State
Department Middle East analyst.
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Former Hezbollah chief: ‘Tehran is only investing
in Lebanon’s Shia to serve its own interests’
Mohamad Kawas

Beirut

S

ubhi al-Tufayli served as the
first secretary-general of
Hezbollah from 1989-91, although the group was very
different then compared to
now under Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah. Since leaving the group in 1992,
Tufayli has become an increasingly
vocal critic of it, particularly over its
perceived subordination to Tehran.
The Arab Weekly met with Tufayli at his home in Ain Bourday,
a small village in the Bekaa valley
not far from Baalbek. For Tufayli,
who says he remains committed to
the interests of Lebanon’s Shias, it
is not a question of his leaving the
group but rather of Hezbollah leaving him behind. “We wanted a party
of openness but Hezbollah became
one of the most closed-off parties,”
he said.

“The army’s
decision-making
belongs to
Hezbollah.”

Subhi al-Tufayli

Hezbollah has become an increasingly strong presence in Lebanon’s
political scene, to the point that it is
able to influence foreign policy and
relations with other countries.
Commenting on the recent tensions between Beirut and Riyadh,
Tufayli said he was more surprised
by Saudi Arabia’s decision to provide the Lebanese Army with essential military assistance than its
subsequent decision to halt that aid
in protest over the Lebanese government’s failure to endorse Arab and
Islamic condemnation of attacks on
Saudi Arabia’s diplomatic missions
in Iran.
“The army’s decision-making belongs to Hezbollah. The army must
follow wherever Hezbollah leads,”
he said.
Hezbollah bills itself as the sole
defender of Lebanon’s Shias but this
is a label that Tufayli disputes. “Lebanon’s Shias do not all belong to one
flock,” he said. Although the former

Hezbollah chief confirmed that the
group is using various social, cultural and economic pressures, seeking to ensure that Lebanon’s Shias
remain in their corner, however reluctantly.
He warned that Hezbollah’s domestic and regional opponents were
playing into the group’s hands by
acting as if it were truly the sole representative of Lebanon’s Shias, failing to pay attention or provide support to voices of dissent within the
Shia community.
Tufayli said he was referring in
particular to the Resistance and
Development Bloc, an electoral alliance between Hezbollah and Amal
Movement during Lebanon’s 2005
elections. Other Shia political parties or politicians who objected to
the new Shia political makeup were
ignored, he said.
Iran exploited perceived fears
about Shias’ place and role in Lebanese politics, Tufayli said, adding
that this resulted in the complex
and sectarian political outlook that
dominates Lebanese politics. “Now,
each sect has its supporter,” he said.
“This has become something normal in Lebanon but, of course, it is
wrong.
“Tehran is only investing in Lebanon’s Shia to serve its own interests.”
Tufayli accused domestic and regional parties of working to ensure
that “there is no voice within Lebanon’s Shia community that is not
tied to Iran”, adding that this complicates the political scene at a time
when Lebanon seems no closer to
electing a new president than it did
two years ago.
Lebanon has been without a president for nearly two years. The initial
competition had been between Free
Patriotic Movement leader Michel
Aoun and Lebanese Forces leader
Samir Geagea, although Geagea has
subsequently endorsed Aoun, who
is a member of the Hezbollah-led
March 8 alliance.
“Who paid General Aoun to move
towards Hezbollah? Who caused
Geagea to ally with Aoun? Why has
former Justice minister [Ashraf Rifi]
become a persona non grata after
refusing to endorse the mockery

Former secretary-general of Hezbollah Sheikh Subhi al-Tufayli.
surrounding Michel Samaha’s innocence? Whose interests are served
by all this?” Tufayli asked. “This
only serves Iran’s interests.”
Rifi resigned as Justice minister in
February in protest over former Information minister Michel Samaha
being released on bail after serving
just eight months of a four-and-ahalf-year prison sentence after being convicted of smuggling explosives from Syria into Lebanon and
planning attacks. Samaha has close
ties to both Hezbollah and the Assad
regime.
Commenting on Hezbollah’s ongoing involvement in the Syrian
conflict, and the spillover into Lebanon, Tufayli said: “The Shia mood
in Lebanon is opposed to the Syrian
regime and it already tasted 29 years
of bitterness when the Damascus regime ruled over Lebanon.”

He criticised Hezbollah for being a
“partner in the killing of the Syrian
people”, saying that the Hezbollah
leadership was aware that its involvement in Syria was unpopular,
but is continuing this regardless.
As for fear-mongering about Sunni extremists and takfirists, this is a
front to retroactively justify Hezbollah’s involvement in Syria. “When
Hezbollah first began fighting in Syria, there was no Islamic State (ISIS)
or al-Nusra Front,” he pointed out.
Tufayli called on Lebanon’s Shias
not to believe that Iran has their best
interests at heart, stressing that Tehran is concerned only about itself.
He called on the group’s fighters to
leave Syria, particularly after Russia’s military intervention, which
began in September 2015, turned
the conflict into a proxy war.
“Let me say clearly that anybody

who is fighting alongside the Russians [in Syria] is a Russian agent
who is fighting and dying in a conflict that has nothing to do with
them. Any Hezbollah fighter who
dies in Syria is shedding his blood in
a wider American-Russian conflict,”
Tufayli said.
Dismissing claims that Hezbollah
is fighting ISIS and other Islamist
groups, he asked: “If you claim to be
fighting ISIS, then why are you in AlZabadani, Aleppo and Idlib, where
there is no ISIS?”
The former Hezbollah chief concluded: “What we are seeing today
will one day be judged as one of the
most shameful periods in Shia history and we will curse what happened
during this period.”
Mohamad Kawas is a Lebanese
writer.

Tensions endure between Amal and Hezbollah
Mohamad Kawas

Beirut

T

here is no outward evidence of division between
Lebanon’s main Shia factions — the Amal Movement and Hezbollah — but
a closer look reveals that many in
Hezbollah feel that the partnership
between the groups does not accurately represent the true balance of
power within Lebanon’s Shia community, given Hezbollah’s popularity and military strength.
There is little love lost between
members of the two groups, which
share a bloody history, including
fighting on opposing sides during
Lebanon’s civil war in the 1980s.
Although the two groups have since
made up and are members of the
same March 8 political alliance, tensions remain.

There is little love lost
between members of
the two groups, which
share a bloody history.
Hezbollah members have little
faith in their Amal counterparts and
the group says that its alliance with
Amal is no longer a strategic necessity, if it ever was. As for the Amal
movement, it too has concerns, with
many members angry that it has
been supplanted by Hezbollah.
The old guard view the Amal

Movement as the originator and
Hezbollah as a secondary branch.
For them, Hezbollah is nothing
more than an Amal offshoot. They
recall that Hezbollah chief Hassan
Nasrallah, as well as many other
Hezbollah senior figures, grew up as
part of the Amal Movement before
turning against it.

Hezbollah members
have little faith in their
Amal counterparts.
One major bone of contention is
the enduring mystery surrounding the fate of Amal founder Musa
al-Sadr and the contradiction between Sadr’s hopes and views and
the Islamic Revolution in Iran, a
cause that has been subsequently
embraced by Hezbollah. A new book
by Columbia University Professor
Andrew Cooper (The Fall of Heaven:
The Pahlavis and the Final Days of
Imperial Iran) asserts that Sadr’s disappearance in Libya in 1978 came as
part of a conflict between Sadr and
the men who would soon take over
Iran.
“What is new is that the moderates were trying to come up with a
strategy to outmanoeuvre Khomeini
and one of the ideas was for Musa alSadr to come back to Iran,” Cooper
told the New York Times. According to him, Ruhollah Khomeini the
late supreme leader, may have been
behind Sadr’s disappearance from
Libya, amid fears of his relation-

A 2014 file picture of Lebanese celebrating Resistance and
Liberation Day with Hezbollah flags, an Amal movement party
flag (L) a Syrian flag (C) and a Lebanese flag (R) in Bint Jbeil.
ship with the soon-to-be-deposed
shah. More than four years after the
collapse of the Qaddafi regime, the
circumstances surrounding the disappearance of the Amal Movement
leader remain a mystery.
Cooper’s book can be added to
other documents and revelations
regarding Sadr’s disappearance and
many in Amal will not be surprised
by Cooper’s findings.
Returning to the Lebanese situation, it is clear that what Sadr wanted for Lebanon’s Shias differs widely
from the objectives Hezbollah is
pursuing. Hezbollah has turned into
an overt agent of Iran and its sole in-

terest is promoting the Khomeinist
principle of velayat-e faqih (Guardianship of the Jurist).
The bloody conflict between Hezbollah and the Amal Movement in
the 1980s was part of a wider proxy
war between Damascus, which was
supporting Amal, and Tehran, which
has always supported Hezbollah.
The bloodletting did not stop
until the balance of power in the
region changed enough to permit
an Iranian-Syrian settlement, with
Tehran taking the reins. This started
with Hezbollah’s hegemony over
Shia decision-making in Lebanon,
despite talk of an Amal-Hezbollah

“alliance”. This was a translation of
Iranian hegemony over Syria, again
despite empty talk of alliances.
Hezbollah, at Tehran’s behest, is
directly embroiled in the conflict
that is raging in Syria, fighting directly alongside Syrian troops and
Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guards
Corps.
Amal leader Nabih Berri flatly refused to involve his own group in
the conflict, despite Amal’s historic
ties to Damascus. Berri does not
believe that Syria, under President
Bashar Assad, is a continuation of
Hafez Assad’s Syria, even if he has
expressed his solidarity with the Assad regime. Berri does not believe
that the collapse of the Assad regime
represents an existential threat to
Lebanon’s Shias. That is the difference between Hezbollah and Amal.
In addition, Berri enjoys a broad
margin of communication with all of
Lebanon’s political factions, including those that oppose Damascus.
Berri is able to communicate with
Arab capitals that oppose the Assad
regime at a time when an increasing
number of regional and international bodies have designated Hezbollah
a terrorist organisation. Berri has
prioritised Amal’s role as defender
of Shia rights in Lebanon at a time
when Hezbollah is more concerned
with events beyond Lebanon’s borders.
From the outside, the HezbollahAmal alliance appears to be going
strong but it is clear things are moving below the surface.
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Difficult choices, few hopes for Palestinians
Oraib al-Rantawi

Amman

O

bservers are shifting attention to diplomatic
activities related to the
Palestinian cause and
stalled talks with Israel,
with a focus on three parallel but
incomplete tracks.
The first is a French initiative calling for an international conference
on the Palestinian cause before the
summer break in the Western world
and before the Obama administration enters into a long pre-election
lethargy.
The second is about a rumoured
US movement to launch the Obama
blueprint, which observers say likely will not differ much, and will be
less fair for the Palestinians, from
the plan that former president Bill
Clinton proposed after the meeting between Palestinian president
Yasser Arafat and Israeli prime minister Ehud Barak in July 2000.
The third track is what Israeli
sources described as a “political
bomb” Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu is expected to
drop in the coming months, principally related to the future of the
occupied West Bank.

The PA sees the French
initiative as “the last
hope”.
The French initiative and US
blueprint share several key principles: A two-state solution, implying
recognition of Israel as a “Jewish
state” and establishment of a Palestinian state within the borders that
existed prior to the 1967 Mideast
war; exchange of territories; halting
construction of Jewish settlements;
dropping Palestinian refugees’ right
of return to their land and security
arrangements aimed at appeasing
Israel’s security concerns.
The main difference between
the two ideas is an international
conference that Paris has proposed
and Washington refused, in concert
with Israel’s stance that rejects any
role for the international community or the United Nations in the
peace process.

Reviving the peace process does
not raise optimism about a final settlement of the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict. The various parties are increasingly convinced that chances
of a two-state solution are extremely dim. More than 700,000 Jewish
settlers are living in settlements
scattered across the West Bank and
East Jerusalem, linked by circular
roads that partition Palestinian territories into small isolated cantons,
non-viable in an independent state.

Israel, in the
meantime, is following
the new international
moves with concern.
According to a source close to
Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas, the French initiative is “the
last hope” for the Palestinians to
get their cause back into the limelight. The Palestinians have nothing to lose by accepting the French
proposal.
If the international conference
sees the light, it will inject life into
the cause and free the Palestinians from the “grip of a dishonest
mediator”. In case it fails, the Palestinians will grab the first recognition of their independent state
from a Western power of the weight
of France, as promised by French
President François Hollande, in line
with the French General Assembly’s decision in December 2014.
Israel, in the meantime, is following the new international moves
with some concern. According to Israeli sources, Netanyahu’s government, which rejected the French
initiative, seems wary of the Obama
blueprint, which some in the Israeli
right-wing camp see as a kind of
“settling account” with Netanyahu,
whose relations with US President
Barack Obama worsened to unprecedented levels in recent years.
The Israeli sources refer to debates “of strategic nature” being
under way in security and military
decision-making circles to avert attempts to impose on Israel “undesired solutions”.
Such debates reveal three main
trends:
One, led by the religious extreme
right-wing spearheaded by Naftali
Bennett, calls for annexing “zone

Russian President Vladimir Putin (R) meets with Palestinian leader Mahmoud Abbas in Moscow, on
April 18th.
G” completely — that is 60% of the
West Bank inhabited by 400,000
settlers and 70,000 Palestinians.
The second representing the
centre-left camp, or the Yitzhak
Herzog-Tzipi Livni alliance, calls for
Israel’s unilateral pullout from Palestinian densely populated “zones
A and B” pending a final settlement.
The third represents Netanyahu’s
camp, which would consider the
option of “a unilateral withdrawal”
from highly populated centres, so
as to avoid international criticism

and isolation, without, however,
giving up the policy of “land bite”,
or gradual appropriation, of Palestinian territory.
While the two-state solution has
become increasingly unacceptable
to a majority of Israelis since the
1993 Oslo agreement, the Palestinians are left with four choices:
accept a state of cantons in what
remains from the land; revive the
slogan of a single state with dual
ethnicities; a confederation with
Jordan; or develop a new national

strategy based on national reconciliation, peaceful popular resistance, total boycott of Israel and
diplomatic battle on all international platforms, until the cost of
maintaining occupation outweighs
that of ending it.
Only then, could the way for establishing a viable independent
Palestinian state be cleared.
Oraib al-Rantawi is a Jordanian
analyst and an expert in security
and strategic affairs.

Amid unfolding chaos, Middle East ignores Palestine at its peril
B ook s

Gareth
Smyth

In his new
book, Yossi
Alpher
aims to
restore the
centrality of
the IsraeliPalestinian
conflict to
international
concern.

London

N

o End of Conflict might
be a common refrain
around the Middle East
as fundamentalists and
supposedly rational
states settle in for long wars, but
Yossi Alpher, an Israeli former intelligence analyst, has no intention of
adding to the messianic fervour.
In his new book, Alpher aims to
restore the centrality of the IsraeliPalestinian conflict to international
concern as a problem that, if not
confronted, will continue sliding
down what he calls a “slippery
slope”.
The Israeli leadership basks in the
way world attention has transferred
to the Islamic State (ISIS), Yemen
and wider Sunni-Shia tensions.
Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu gloats over his level of
cooperation with Arab states. But
Alpher says this triumphalism is
dangerous.
“We’ve never had the present degree of strategic cooperation, some
of it clandestine, with our Arab
neighbours — with Egypt over Gaza
and Sinai, with Jordan with regard
to Syria and Iraq, with the Saudis
with regard to Iran and Daesh,” Alpher said, using the Arabic acronym
for ISIS.
“They’re not pressuring us over
the Palestinians, which makes
the issue less urgent. But the real
issue [is still]… the internal Israeli
issue. As we swallow up the West

Bank and east Jerusalem and do
nothing about Gaza, we’re pushing
ourselves down this slippery slope
towards becoming something that’s
no longer a Jewish, Zionist, democratic entity.
“This is where we’re heading, without a war, without Arab
threats, with the world largely
preoccupied with other things.”
Alpher’s well-informed, thoughtful analysis finds that nearly 50
years of West Bank occupation, an
intermittent “peace process”, two
intifadas, wars with Lebanon and in
Gaza have not changed one consistent development: demographic
change in the West Bank and so in
overall mandate Palestine, made up
of 1947 Israel, Gaza and the West
Bank.
For Alpher, Israel’s conquests
of 1967 let “a messianic genie
out of the bottle”. Fully 10% of
Israeli Jews, he points out, live in
the West Bank, with 15% of settlers
American. This is a big change from
before 1967.
“The West Bank… is the heartland of the biblical Hebrew kingdom,” Alpher writes. “That it was
not the primary focus of Jewish
settlement in Palestine during the
early decades of modern Zionism is
explained by the large Arab population there.”
By 2020, he continues, Arabs will
outnumber Jews in the Holy Land,
7.2 million to 6.9 million, forcing
Israel to turn to something close to
apartheid. None of the right-wing

proponents of a one-state solution,
he argues, deals with this. Some,
like Caroline Glick, misuse the
figures: some, like Naftali Bennett,
pay lip-service to Palestinian rights.
But “it all boils down to… rule by
Israeli Jews over a nearly equivalent
number of Palestinian Arabs.”
Alpher advocates two states but
says they will not result from an
overall agreement. “I was provoked
to write this book by people like
(US Secretary of State) John Kerry
and (British former prime minister)
Tony Blair,” he said. “They have
said the outlines of a final-status
agreement are perfectly clear…
(which is) totally misleading. Kerry
came in 2013 to try again, without
making any attempt to first analyse
and learn the reasons for failure
until now.”
Which is because the two sides
are too far apart on basic “pre-1967
issues”.
“The Palestinians are not going
to recognise any time soon that the
Jews are an indigenous Middle East
people with a right to their own
homeland,” he said. “You see this
embodied in (demand for the) right
of return of all the refugees who left
in 1948, which is basically saying
we (Jews) have to acknowledge the
state of Israel was born in sin.
“Over 20 years of negotiations
we’ve got absolutely nowhere over
this. The same goes for Temple
Mount. Once a year or so, Abu
Mazen (Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas) says there never

was a temple there. What does this
mean? That you, Jews, don’t have a
history here… We will co-exist with
you — we have no alternative — but
don’t expect us to acknowledge
your roots here.”
Alpher argues that this dooms
attempts to reach any overall “endall-claims” agreement. Which is
what gives No End of Conflict its
title and bleak outlook. But it is
also what sharpens Alpher’s message. Unless concrete, partial initiatives are taken and accepted,
the two-state solution — with a
democratic Israel and a Palestinian state — is dead.
“The events (around the
region) of the past five years are
almost universally interpreted
by Arab commentators as
having nothing to do with the
Palestinian issue,” he said. “The
Arab chaos — the collapse of
countries, the rise of Daesh and
so on, revolutionary events
in Tunis, Egypt, Yemen — you
can’t blame it any more on the
Palestinian issue…
“For the settlers, the messianists… this is plain good news.
But it doesn’t change the reality that
what we’re swallowing up is too
big to digest (if we are) to remain a
democratic and a Jewish country.”
Gareth Smyth has reported on
Middle Eastern affairs for 20 years
and was chief correspondent for
the Financial Times in Iran from
2003-07.

No End of
Conflict:
Rethinking
Israel-Palestine,
by Yossi Alpher,
Rowman and
Littlefield, 2016.
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Naval modernisation crucial for Saudis
Sabahat Khan

Dubai

A

s the largest oil exporter
in the world and with a
developing economy of
considerable untapped
potential, Saudi Arabia
views maritime security as critical
to its national and regional interests.
The 2,640km Saudi coastline is
comparable to South Africa’s and
greater than that of Egypt’s. On
its western flank, the Saudi coastline is approximately 1,840km,
accounting for four-fifths of the
eastern seaboard of the Red sea,
through which more than 8% of
global maritime traffic transits
daily.
Cairo recently restored sovereignty of the Tiran and Sanafir islands to Riyadh, which had ceded
control of them in 1949 to let the
Egyptians utilise them against Israel — but the Israelis captured the
two islands during the six-day war
and returned them following the
1979 peace treaty in which Egypt
committed to freedom of navigation. Riyadh also announced it
would finance a project that would
connect Saudi Arabia and Egypt
with a bridge over the Red sea.
On its eastern flank, the Saudi
coast runs more than 800km along
the Gulf, through which more than
30% of globally traded oil passes
every day and where concerns of
an Iranian blockade persist.

The Saudis are
embarking on a
large-scale
modernisation in
which they have
prioritised the Eastern
Fleet.
Of strategic interest to Saudi
Arabia are three maritime choke
points around the Arabian peninsula: the Strait of Hormuz, the Bab
el Mandeb strait and the Gulf of
Suez. The closure of any of these
would affect Saudi national security by cutting off key supply lines
for energy exports and imports of
raw materials, food, livestock and
other essential items.
Despite substantial force de-

ployments in the region from international allies such as the United States, United Kingdom and
France, Saudi Arabia must assume
the regional leadership role among
Gulf Arab states in confronting
threats at sea. Unsurprisingly,
Saudi Arabia has the largest naval
force in the region.
While the United Arab Emirates
and Oman have been modernising
their forces and building on their
legacy as primarily coastal and offshore-focused navies, Saudi Arabia remains the only regional force
with the ability to maintain a truly
blue-water-capable, war-fighting
navy.

Of strategic interest to
Saudi Arabia are three
maritime choke points
around the Arabian
peninsula.
However, the Royal Saudi Navy
(RSN) is in need of modernisation.
The majority of its fleet was commissioned during the 1970s and
1980s and a large proportion of its
vessels reaching the end of their
useful service life.
The Saudis are embarking on
a large-scale modernisation in
which they have prioritised the
Eastern Fleet, based out of Jubail,
as the primary focus.
Riyadh has been assessing options for its Saudi Naval Expansion
Programme-II (SNEP-II) for some
years and is inching closer to a series of major acquisitions. SNEP-II
is estimated to cost $16 billion and
the Saudis are inclined to meet
programme requirements almost
entirely from their US ally. The
RSN Eastern Fleet is comprised
of mainly US-built vessels, although the Western Fleet is mainly
sourced from France.
The RSN is keen to acquire four
Multi-Mission Surface Combatant
(MSC) warships, which are based
on the littoral combat ship (LCS)
with which the US Navy is modernising its own fleet.
The MSC offers a robust set of
advantages as a dynamic, compact warship at the leading edge in
its class of ships. It is understood
that the Saudis are close to a deal
with the United States, which has
agreed to sell the MSC to Riyadh
but costing and delivery schedules

are impeding finalisation.
SNEP-II would enable the RSN
to regain an advantage over Iranian capabilities at sea, which
have evolved considerably in recent years as Tehran employed an
asymmetric strategy that relies on
stealth and speed. The Saudi Eastern Fleet was originally equipped
to counter larger surface targets
and lacked capabilities to deal with
the more non-traditional threat of
Iranian small craft and midget submarines.
SNEP-II envisages ships and patrol boats three to five times larger
than what the Eastern Fleet currently operates. They would be
more survivable, have more robust
combat systems and able to operate at sea with helicopters and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).
In May 2015, the United States
announced a $1.9 billion deal with
Riyadh for ten MH-60R multimission helicopters able to operate
from frigates and corvettes. Armed
with precision-guided rockets, the
MH-60Rs would provide an effec-

tive counterpunch against Iran
and, alongside three new maritime
patrol aircraft (MPAs) being pursued by Riyadh, represent a major
leap forward for Saudi anti-submarine warfare capabilities.
SNEP-II also calls for six
2,500-tonne warships, around two
dozen fast patrol vessels and 40
ship- and shore-based UAVs. As
such, once SNEP II is implemented, Saudi naval power in the Gulf
could become much sharper than
Iranian naval capabilities.

The 2,640km Saudi
coastline is
comparable to South
Africa’s.
Saudi Arabia has also expressed
interest in buying German submarines but it is unclear if Berlin will
be willing to supply the desired
class of vessels.
Germany has sold Dolphin-class
submarines, modified so they
could carry Israeli nuclear-tipped

Popeye cruise missiles, to Israel
but Berlin reportedly is uncomfortable with deeper defence cooperation with the rest of the region.
However, German shipbuilder
Lurssen is building a number of
fast patrol craft for the RSN after
winning a contract in 2014.
Saudi Arabia will also need new
landing craft for troops, tanks and
vehicles, and vessels for logistics
and support if it is to sustain its
drive as an emerging regional power that can respond to emerging
maritime and shore-based threats
in a region undergoing dramatic
structural transformation.
SNEP-II needs five to seven years
to be realised unless fiscal challenges stretch procurement cycles
over a longer period.
Sabahat Khan is based in Dubai
and maintains a cross-disciplinary
focus in international security,
defence policy and strategic
issues. He is an alumnus of Royal
Holloway, King’s College London
and Cranfield University.

Closer military ties between Russia and the Maghreb
John C.K. Daly

Washington

O

f all the international interventionist forces participating in the Syrian
war, the success of Russia’s military assistance
to the beleaguered regime of Syrian President Bashar Assad has triggered interest in other Arab countries facing security threats.
Throughout the Maghreb and the
Sahel, governments are struggling
to manage a security environment
fundamentally transformed by the
“Arab spring” upheaval and Jihadist activities in the region. Russia’s
intervention in Syria has been duly
noted, leading some countries in the
Middle East and North Africa to seek
increased cooperation with Russia.
This interest is apparent in the
Maghreb, where Morocco’s King
Mohammed VI made a state visit
to Russia, last March. Algeria is also
seeking to increase its armament
shipments from Russia and Tunisia
is reportedly considering increasing
military cooperation with Moscow.
Tunisian interest in collaboration
with Russia intensified in the wake
of the March 7th Islamic State (ISIS)
attacks on Ben Guerdane, where
dozens of jihadis stormed the Tunisian town near the Libyan border,
attacking army and police posts in
a raid that killed at least 50 people,

Morocco’s King Mohammed VI (C) attends a wreath-laying
ceremony at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier by the Kremlin
wall in Moscow, on March 15, 2016.
including civilians.
The Algerian Air Force in December 2015 bought a dozen Sukhoi
Su-32 fighter-bombers, an export
version of the Su-34 that has proved
effective in Syria, at an estimated
cost of $500 million-$600 million
from Russia. Regional unrest has led
it to increase its order for Russianmade Mi-28NE “Night Hunter” attack helicopters from the eight reported in January to 42, a contract
worth $600 million-$700 million.
The Air Force is not neglect-

ing its airlift capabilities, a critical
consideration in a country as vast
as Algeria. Negotiations are under
way with Russia’s state weapons exporter Rosoboronexport to purchase
two Ilyushin Il-76MD-90A military
transport aircraft.
As the world’s second-largest
arms exporter, Russia has several
advantages over its European and
US competitors in the Middle East
beyond its weaponry’s proven battlefield prowess.
Russia has a significant Muslim

minority, about 10% of its population, and in the Caucasus it has been
battling jihadists since the breakup
of the Soviet Union in 1991. Unlike
US and European arms exports,
Russian shipments are not accompanied by hectoring human rights
lectures or demands on democratisation of the country’s political
structure; Moscow instead is concerned about preserving government authority, believing that when
“strong” governments are toppled,
chaos ensues.
Above and beyond arms shipments, Russia is said to be supplying
Maghreb governments with invaluable intelligence data. According to
media reports, Russia recently supplied Algeria with satellite imagery
of its borders with Tunisia, Libya,
Mali and Niger, which helped the
Algerian Army thwart infiltration attempts by militants, including ISIS
and al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb
jihadists and weapons smugglers.
as part of broader regional cooperation, the Algerian government has
reportedly shared the imagery with
Tunisian authorities.
The combination of battle-proven
Russian weaponry with intelligence
assistance will likely become an irresistible offer to North African
governments battling insurgencies, as what Moscow is offering is
far broader and deeper than that
offered by Western governments,
which are more reluctant to share
intelligence,
particularly
data

gleaned from reconnaissance satellites.
According to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute,
in the past decade armaments imports by African nations increased
19%, with Algeria and Morocco, the
two largest regional arms importers,
having a combined total of 56% of
African weaponry imports.

Russia is said to be
supplying Maghreb
governments with
invaluable intelligence
data.
Rosoboronexport head Anatoly
Isaikin said that in 2015 the Middle
East and North Africa accounted for
36% of his firm’s $15 billion annual
global sales. As jihadists continue
their rampage through the Islamic
world, one of the few certainties is
that governments will take every
measure to defend themselves —
with a concomitant growth in arms
imports.
As over the past six months Russian armaments have proven themselves on the battlefield, it seems
likely that Maghreb governments
under threat will increasingly turn
towards Moscow to fulfil both their
weaponry needs and intelligence
shortfalls.
John C.K. Daly is a Washingtonbased specialist on Russian and
post-Soviet affairs.
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Pentagon considers troop reduction in Sinai,
causing Mideast concern
Gregory Aftandilian

Washington

U

S Defense Secretary
Ashton Carter has notified Egypt and Israel
that the United States
was considering reducing the number of US troops serving in the Multinational Force and
Observers (MFO) unit in north Sinai
because of the risks of attack by Islamic State (ISIS) militants.
Carter suggested that increased
reliance on remote-sensing technology could do the job of the
troops, who have been subjected to
attacks from ISIS affiliates.
ISIS-affiliated Wilayat Sinai (Sinai Province) fired a rocket at the
MFO’s airbase at el-Gorah in the
northern Sinai in June 2015. Two
Fijian soldiers and four US personnel were wounded by a bomb on
a road near an MFO checkpoint in
northern Sinai last September.
Given that north Sinai is where
ISIS is most active, the Pentagon is
concerned that US troops will come
under more attacks. A Pentagon
spokesman said plainly: “It’s a situation there that has risk.”

Carter suggested that
increased reliance on
remote-sensing
technology could do
the job of the troops.
The MFO was established in 1982
to monitor the 1979 Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty in the Sinai, specifically the number of troops and
equipment that are allowed in the
Sinai peninsula within specified
zones. The MFO has successfully
ensured the peace treaty between
the two former belligerents has
been adhered to even when relations between them went through

periods of high tension.
The United States has been a
major contributor of troops to the
MFO contingent since its inception
and accounts for 700 of the 1,700
troops in the current contingent.
The troops’ primary responsibility is to protect civilian observers
monitoring troop and equipment
levels as stipulated in the peace
treaty.

An Egyptian official
said Cairo would
oppose any reduction
of US troops.
However, as times have changed
so, too, has the situation in the Sinai. The ISIS threat to Egypt and Israel has brought about closer cooperation between the two countries
and Israel has agreed to Egyptian
requests to put more troops and
military equipment near the Israeli
border — beyond what the peace
treaty officially allows — to bolster
the counterterrorism effort.
But while Egyptian forces have
sometimes responded successfully to ISIS attacks, they have not
reduced the overall ISIS threat in
Sinai in a meaningful way. There
are enough disaffected Bedouins in
north Sinai to replenish the ranks
of ISIS fighters killed in Egyptian
military operations to keep the
threat at a high level for some time.
There has been some shifting of
MFO troops in north Sinai because
of the threats. For example, a few
small, remote observer stations
in the area have been closed. Although the Pentagon wants to reduce the number of US troops in
the “North Camp” and redeploy
them to the southern Sinai, it is
unclear how many troops are being considered in this drawdown.
Some press reporting indicates
that about 100 US troops may have

Satellites to the rescue. An image captured by the International Space Station (ISS) shows the Nile
river, the Nile river delta, the Sinai Peninsula and beyond.
already been shifted south.
There are downsides to reducing the number of US troops in the
MFO.
Some Israeli and Egyptian officials have voiced concern that ISIS
affiliates might be emboldened by
what they would claim is a “retreat” by the United States. After
talks about such reductions last
November, an Israeli official said
“it would reward terrorism… [and]
encourage them to be more jihadi”.
Meanwhile, an Egyptian official

said Cairo would oppose any reduction of US troops and referred
to the MFO as “essential” to the security of the region.
Although 11 other countries
contribute troops to the MFO, it is
doubtful that any of them would
keep their troops in North Camp if
the United States decided to shift
them south.
While it is understandable that
Pentagon officials are seeking alternatives to monitor the northern
Sinai without a substantial number

of US troops, the decision has ramifications beyond the scope of mere
force protection.
The last thing the United States
would want is to provide ISIS with a
“victory”, even an ephemeral one.
For political and strategic reasons,
it would not want to create problems with both Egypt and Israel.
While the Pentagon seems serious about reducing the number
of US troops in North Camp, other
factors might come into play that
would cause it to rethink the plan.

ate militant hotspots, it will have
to carefully strike the militants to
avoid civilian casualties. Civilians
have already been caught in the
battles, according to the Sinai 24
News site, which is operated by
independent citizen journalists.
On March 30th, 14 members of one
family were killed when a shell fell
on their house, the site reported.
Retired army general Alaa Ezz
said the presence of civilians is
what hinders the eradication of Sinai’s militancy.
“The army can easily strike the

militants but it is only afraid that
innocent civilians will be harmed,”
Ezz said. “The army never targets
areas inhabited by civilians.”
This is why Tarabia said civilians need to be taken from areas of
military operations.
“These areas can be evacuated
for three or four months,” Tarabia
said. “This will force the rats to
get out of their hiding and face our
troops.”

Does Cairo need to evacuate
northern Sinai to fight ISIS?
Khaled Osama

Cairo

C

alls are being made for
the evacuation of large
parts of the northern Sinai peninsula, site of intense fighting between
army troops and militants linked
to the Islamic State (ISIS).
Independent military strategists, political analysts and lawmakers say the army, which has
been involved in guerrilla warfare
against ISIS militants for more
than two years, cannot vanquish
militants hiding among civilians.
“The evacuation of some parts of
northern Sinai will make it easy for
the army to target the militants,”
lawmaker Amal Tarabia said. “This
evacuation will give the army
freedom of movement and action
away from civilians.”
Approximately 400,000 people
live in Sinai, a triangular territory
three times the size of Israel.

“The army can easily
strike the militants
but it is only afraid
that innocent
civilians will be
harmed. The army
never targets areas
inhabited by
civilians.”
Retired army general
Alaa Ezz

The Egyptian Army evacuated
residents from the border area
between Sinai and the Gaza Strip
to demolish a network of smuggling tunnels. Also, in 1967, Egypt
moved thousands of families from
the Suez Canal cities of Port Said,
Suez and Ismailia to protect them
after Israel occupied Sinai.
The government has allocated
$1.2 billion to develop the region,
changes officials say would help
quell extremism and help reverse
decades of neglect. Some of those
funds will be used to secure the
loyalties of Sinai Bedouins in the
fight against ISIS.
The army dug three huge tunnels under the Suez Canal into
Sinai to link it with the western
bank of the canal and ease movement between Cairo and the rest
of Egypt. One of the tunnels would
allow Nile river water to irrigate
thousands of hectares of Sinai territory.
Tarabia said, however, militants
must be obliterated before development starts.
“You cannot spend money on
projects that can be destroyed by
the militants a short time later,”
she said. “This is risky.”
Apart from angering residents,
plans to evacuate parts of Sinai are
opposed by experts who claim the
move will give ISIS what it wants:
turning Sinai into a no-man’s land
and hinder development.
However, a recent mortar shelling that killed 18 police officers at
a northern Sinai security post led
to calls for clearing civilians from
the area to help Egyptian forces in
the fight against ISIS. The army,

using fighter jets, helicopters
and drones, is escalating attacks
against militant hideouts in Sheikh
Zuweid, Rafah and al-Arish.
Scores of ISIS militants have
been killed, including 50 on March
30th, according to army spokesman Mohamed Samir. The ISIS
second-in-command was reportedly among the dead.

“The evacuation of
some parts of
northern Sinai will
make it easy for the
army to target the
militants.”
Lawmaker Amal Tarabia
“The army has already started its all-out campaign against
the militants to totally eliminate
them,” retired army general Nabil
Fouad said. “The latest escalation
comes after the gathering of new
intelligence data about militant
hideouts.”
On March 31st, Egyptian troops
destroyed what was described as
the longest smuggling tunnel between Sinai and Gaza, a 3km-long
structure used to transport arms
and militants.
Part of the problem the army is
facing in Sinai is that it cannot get
Sinai Bedouins involved in fighting
ISIS. Some tribal leaders fear retaliation from the militants and others cannot pit their fighters against
members of their own tribes who
are fighting alongside ISIS militants.
If the military does not evacu-

Khaled Osama is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.
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Battle against ISIS fuels Libya factional strife
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

R

ival forces are gearing up
to advance into Sirte, the
stronghold of the Islamic State (ISIS) in Libya,
but the offensive could
threaten the authority of the UNbacked leadership, which is trying
to pull the country out of years of
violence and divisions.
The UN-brokered government
of national unity led by Faiez alSarraj urged rival militias to hold
off on planned advances into Sirte.
“Sirte is a hot spot because of
Daesh presence,” Libyan Foreign
Minister Mohamed Tahar Siala said
in Tunis on the sidelines of a May
5th ministerial meeting of the Arab
Maghreb Union.
Daesh is the Arabic acronym for
ISIS.
“All parties are looking to fight
Daesh and free Sirte but they have
to wait as the communiqué of the
Presidential Council had made it
clear,” he added.
The unity government’s Presidential Council on April 28th said
it welcomed the “push by various
factions and armed forces to fight
Islamic State forces in Sirte” but
warned that an uncoordinated offensive could lead to civil war.

The offensive
against ISIS could
threaten the authority
of the UN-backed
leadership.
“In the absence of coordination
and unified leadership… the council expresses its concern that the
battle in Sirte against Daesh will
be a confrontation between those
armed forces,” it said in a statement, adding such a conflict would
likely benefit ISIS.

“Accordingly, the Presidential
Council, as the supreme commander of army, demands all Libyan military forces wait for it to appoint a joint leadership for the Sirte
operation,” the statement said.
The main armed faction, the
rump of the ousted Muammar
Qaddafi’s Libyan National Army
(LNA), appeared to ignore that
warning and moved troops to free
Sirte unilaterally.

3,000-4,000
infantry troops and
artillery divisions of
the LNA are said to have
arrived on April 28th at
Ajdabiya and Marada.

Local media reported that 3,0004,000 infantry troops and artillery
divisions of the LNA arrived on
April 28th at Ajdabiya and Marada,
south-east of Sirte.
Analysts said any success of
LNA’s commander Khalifa Haftar
to dislodge ISIS from Sirte belittles
the authority of Sarraj in the eyes
of rival factions and militias and
would weaken the stand of members of the House of Representatives (HoR), whom Sarraj needs to
endorse his government.
Freeing Sirte is a key step in Sarraj’s agenda to prove his legitimacy
to lead the national army.
Announcing that the fighting in
Sirte had started, LNA spokesman
Colonel Ahmed Mismari said there
were clashes between forces of
the LNA moving westward to free
Sirte with Drouaa (Shields) militiamen backed by Misrata militias, in
reference to main Islamist militias
opposing ISIS as well LNA under
Haftar’s command.
The two bands of militias are the
main backers of Sarraj’s government in Tripoli.

Libyan Foreign Affairs Minister Mohamed Tahar Siala attends the 34th Council of Foreign Ministers
from the Arab Maghreb Union (UMA) in Tunis, on May 5th.
UN Envoy to Libya Martin Kobler
said the military led by Haftar does
not represent all Libyans. He urged
Libyans to strive to “find a fruitful
way to form a unified army that
would include forces from the west
and east”.
“We crushed them (Drouaa militiamen),” said Mismari. “This is a
testimony to the fact that we in Libya have a unified single army with
recruits from east, west and south
fighting terrorism on the behalf of
the whole world.”
Rumours of factions fighting on

the way to Sirte prompted fears
among Libyans that the Sirte battles may ignite a new cycle of
bloodshed in Libya and make Sarraj’s unity government a stillborn
project.
“We see infighting between various political and military forces
over who leads and who takes part
in the battle of Sirte, which had
been widely deemed as an element
to unify all Libyans,” wrote Libyan
columnist Ahmed Ibrahim al Fakih.
“The Sirte issue is being twisted
into a cause for conflict. No one

could predict what comes next and
what arrangements would be made
to fight Daesh but the danger of derailing Skhirat’s accord and nullifying the Presidential Council looms
large,” he said, referring to the Moroccan city where the UN-backed
deal to set up the council and the
unity government was signed last
December.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis. He has
reported on North Africa for
decades.

Russia’s surprising vote on the Western Sahara

Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

R

ussia’s abstention in
a UN Security Council
vote over the Western
Sahara surprised analysts in Morocco who
had expected more support after
Moroccan King Mohammed VI’s
recent trip to Moscow.
Moscow had committed itself
in a joint statement following the
king’s visit to embracing “the current negotiation parameters on the
Sahara issue”, a reference to Morocco’s proposed autonomy plan,
Moroccan think-tank the Amadeus
Institute said on its website.
The institute is close to the royal
palace. It is headed by Ibrahim Fassi Fihri, a son of Taieb Fassi Fihri,
the king’s top diplomatic adviser.
The Security Council on April
28th called for the urgent return
of the peacekeeping mission in the
disputed Western Sahara to full
operation. Rabat expelled most of
the civilian staff of the UN Mission
for the Referendum in Western
Sahara (MINURSO) in protest of a
perceived slight by UN SecretaryGeneral Ban Ki-moon.

The US-drafted
resolution expressed
regret at MINURSO’s
inability to fully
carry out its
mandate.
The vote on the resolution was
10-2 with three abstentions, reflecting a sharp division on the
council between veto-wielding
France, a strong ally of Morocco;
countries supporting a referendum
on Western Sahara with independence as an option; and those, such

as the United States, seeking to defuse tensions and restore the mission.
Venezuela and Uruguay voted
against the resolution while Russia, New Zealand and Angola abstained.
Those voting against or abstaining were displeased the resolution
was not stronger and failed to condemn Morocco’s action, which Ban
and others warned could become
a precedent for UN peacekeeping
missions if it were not reversed.
Morocco annexed Western Sahara, a former Spanish colony, in 1975
and fought a local independence
movement, the Polisario Front.
The United Nations brokered a
ceasefire in 1991 and established
MINURSO to monitor it and prepare a referendum on the territory’s future.
Morocco considers the mineralrich region its “southern provinces” and has proposed wide-ranging autonomy but the Polisario
Front insists on self-determination
through a referendum for the local
population — as called for in UN
resolutions, all of which were reaffirmed in the Security Council action of April 28th.
Morocco expelled more than 70
UN civilian staff members carrying out political activities, demining operations and other duties in
March after Ban used the word “occupation” in talking about Western
Sahara following a visit to a camp
for refugees from the region who
have been in Algeria for more than
40 years.
Analysts said they were surprised Russia abstained a month
after the Moroccan king met with
Russian President Vladimir Putin
in a bid to build a “strategic relationship” between the two countries.
The Amadeus Institute said Mo-

rocco should not have taken Moscow’s vote for granted.
“The Russian stance was surprising to me,” said Abdelkrim Benatiq, of the Paris-based Centre of
Diplomatic and Strategic Studies.
Russia called for the involvement of the African Union (AU)
in the diplomatic process. “We all
know the AU is a door that is used
by Algeria, South Africa and the
Polisario Front. It is difficult for
us to see the AU as a player in Morocco’s territorial integrity,” said
Benatiq.

“There are many
readings to
Russia’s
abstention.”
Paris-based analyst
Abdelkrim Benatiq
“There are many readings to
Russia’s abstention: Is the Russian position the result of a passing
phase or is it going to take new dimensions?” he asked, adding that
Morocco should wait and see.
Benatiq said Morocco is facing
Algeria, a strong rival with “unbelievable means” that has been
posturing with the North African
kingdom on the world stage.
“We are in front of a machine (Algeria) that is using all its financial
means to put pressure on Morocco
in the international scene. We are
at a diplomatic war,” he said.
The US-drafted resolution expressed regret at MINURSO’s inability to fully carry out its mandate
following Morocco’s expulsions.
The language was slightly stronger
than an initial draft, which only expressed concern.
The resolution asks the secretary-general to report within 90
days on whether the mission’s

Moroccan Foreign Minister Salaheddine Mezouar speaks during a
press conference on the situation in Western Sahara, last March,
in the capital Rabat.
operations have been restored
“to full functionality” and, if not,
“to consider how best to facilitate
achievement of this goal”.
Algeria is a traditional ally of Russia in North Africa. It buys most of
its weapons from Russia. Algerian
Prime Minister Abdelmalek Sellal

and key members of his cabinet
visited Moscow two days before
the Security Council vote on Western Sahara.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.
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NATO prepares for Libya blockade over migrants
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

L

“

iving here is not always
easy. Like many other
migrants who are now
living in Italy, I would
like to tell the people
who stayed in my country what the
journey to Europe is really like but
they wouldn’t believe me. When I
tel my brothers back home about
the dangers of coming to Italy, they
think I just don’t want them to come
to Europe,” Senegalese migrant Ismail said.
Rescued by the Italian Coast
Guard from an overcrowded, capsizing dinghy in the Mediterranean,
Ismail was given the chance to enrol in the third year of Italian public
middle school in Palermo. His story,
part of the I am a Migrant series supported by the International Organisation for Migration (IOM), is one
that it is hoped will become a rarity following a forthcoming NATO
blockade of Libya.
As NATO prepares to organise the
blockade of the Libyan coastline to
prevent migrants from attempting
the dangerous Mediterranean route
to Europe, questions arise about the
precise nature of the operation and
whether this is too little, too late.

Questions remain
regarding just what
the NATO warships
will do when they
intercept refugee
boats.
Italian Defence Minister Roberta
Pinotti announced that NATO was
three months away from launching
the naval blockade, which would be
modelled on an existing NATO operation that aims to patrol the Mediterranean and monitor shipping to
help “deter, defend, disrupt and
protect against terrorist activity”.
“At the NATO level we have asked
for Operation Active Endeavour to
be recalibrated from an anti-terrorist operation in the Eastern Mediterranean to one that oversees the Libyan coast,” Pinotti announced in an
interview with Italian newspaper La
Stampa. “This is the road to follow,

combined with respect for human
rights and support for countries of
origin to handle the repatriated.”
The operation, clamping down
on trans-Mediterranean migration
from Libya to Lampedusa — Italy’s
southernmost island — is expected
to be approved at meeting July 7th
in Warsaw. The United States has
said it would be willing to commit
warships to the operation.

Any repatriation of
migrants would
depend on agreement
with individual
governments.
US President Barack “Obama said
he was willing to commit NATO assets to block the traffic in human
beings and the people smugglers
that we refer to as modern slavers,”
Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi
said after a late-April meeting with
the US president and other EU leaders.
However, the number of migrants attempting the Mediterranean crossing has surged after
previously easier routes into Europe were blocked and as summer,
characterised by relatively calm
seas, approaches. Even more desperate refugees and migrants could
rush to use this dangerous route in
the knowledge that it will soon be
closed, leading to scenes such as
those seen at the end of April when
at least 99 people drowned in two
shipwrecks off the coast of Libya.
At least 1,360 people have been
reported dead or missing in 2016 after trying to cross the Mediterranean while 182,800 have reached European shores. More than 350,000
migrants have reached Italy by boat
from Libya since the beginning of
2014.
Many of those who made the journey previously were Libyans fleeing
violence, although there is an increasingly number of Africans, like
Ismail, who are making the journey.
“If it continues at this rate through
the coming spring and summer
months, we have every reason to
think that arrivals to Italy will pass
100,000 for the third straight year
and could possibly be many, many
more than that,” IOM spokesman

The Levoli Ivory ship makes its way to resume operations to bring to Sicily a fishing boat that
capsized and sank off Libya last year, with hundreds of migrants trapped inside, on May 3rd.
Joel Millman said.
Millman, briefing the United Nations on an IOM report in April,
said the difficult situation in Libya
was not helping, with many people, including migrants from subSaharan Africa, looking to leave the
North African state. “There’s a huge
amount of pent-up demand in Libya
to get away from that situation,” he
said.
Questions remain regarding just
what the NATO warships will do
when they intercept refugee boats.
Escort them safely to Italian shores
or send them back?

“It is worth remembering that
Libya is not party to the Geneva
convention and that conditions in
its detention centres are appalling.
I don’t think NATO will turn boats
back but I do think Italy will start
flying people home directly from
Sicily,” Libya expert Mattia Toaldo
told Agence France-Presse.
Any repatriation of migrants
would depend on agreement with
individual governments, something
that will be difficult for the European Union to arrange, let alone organise given that many migrants destroy their identity papers. Libya’s

fledgling government has offered to
enter into a Turkey-style agreement
with Italy to take back migrants but
African governments are not so keen
and it would be difficult to organise
such a programme in three months.
For Senegalese migrant Ismail,
the forthcoming NATO blockade
will not affect him but its many repercussions, including potential
repatriation agreements between
Rome and African governments,
could.
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

Interview

Tunisian political system seen as inhibiting recovery
Lamine Ghanmi

I

Tunis
f Tunisia were to pursue the
same measures for a long
time without addressing apparent flaws of its governing
system, it runs the risk of
ending in a “democratic failure” in the eyes of a majority
of its citizens yearning for a
better life, said Hatem Ben Salem,
director of the Tunisian Institute
for Strategic Studies think-tank.
Ben Salem is a former minister
of Education and deputy minister
of Foreign Affairs. He has served as
ambassador to the United Nations
in Geneva and also to Turkey and
Senegal.
“The fear is that the democratic
experiment would become associated with lack of results in economic, social and cultural fields,”
Ben Salem said of political developments in Tunisia.
“The issue we face is that at
some point, if there are no achievements to benefit all the population,
democracy will be associated with
failure and this will be a disaster
for the future of the country.”
Tunisia has, since 2011, twice
had parliamentary elections and
a presidential vote allowing the
country to be widely perceived as
a successful Arab experiment with

multiparty democracy.
The country is the first Arab
state in more than 40 years to be
graded “free” by the US-based democracy advocacy group Freedom
House but a cumbersome partybased regime is seen as preventing democracy to bear fruit for an
increasingly weary population.
For most Tunisians, the country is wading in an economic
and social crisis compounded by
jihadist threats both domestically
and from the region, including
neighbouring Libya.
Unemployment rose to 15.3%
in 2015 compared to about 12%
in 2010. Joblessness is driven by
weak growth and a decline in
investment coupled with a rise in
the number of university graduates, who comprise one-third of
jobless Tunisians.
“Previous governments used to
suffer from controversies about
their legitimacy. That structural
weakness is gone as the president and the parliament enjoy
the legitimacy bestowed by the
voters following the legislative
and presidential elections,”
said Ben Salem.
After a showdown between
secularists and Islamists
threatened to plunge the country into violence in 2013, an
Islamist-dominated government stepped down and was
replaced by technocrats who

“The fear is that
the democratic
experiment
would become
associated with
lack of results.”

organised presidential and legislative elections in 2014.
Secularist-leaning coalition
Nidaa Tounes came in first in the
parliamentary vote and its leader,
Beji Caid Essebsi, won the presidency, triggering widespread hope
about more stability and growth.
Tunisia, however, has yet to
advance reforms that could free
the country’s growth potential and
help it tackle unemployment and
regional development.
Caid Essebsi has acknowledged
repeatedly the stalemate, asking
people for patience while deploring that “no work is being done” in
the country.
“It is probably, probably that the
hesitation we observe has dashed
hope of the population as many
expected the authorities, which
are enjoying legitimacy and more
latitude, to undertake the needed
reforms in order to change the
political, economic and social
situations,” Ben Salem said.
The government is entangled in complications
stemming from a system
dominated by political
parties struggling with
their own weaknesses.
“The nature of the
political regime spawned
by the new constitution
has resulted in neither
the president nor the
head of the government

being able to work freely and assume their own responsibilities in
undertaking the reforms they see
necessary,” said Ben Salem.
“I see that weakness and inadequacy as due to the nature of the
Tunisian regime, which is neither
a parliamentarian nor presidential
nor even a hybrid system. It is a
regime of political parties.”
He added: “These parties are
relatively new groups that have
had no time or experience to build
reasonable programmes and agendas that square with the needs of
the state and the possibilities of
the country.”
Because of its splintering, Nidaa
Tounes — although the winner of
last elections — has relinquished
its status as leading party in
parliament to the Islamist party
Ennahda. This new situation,
some secularist politicians have
complained, contradicts the will of
the voters.
Asked if there is an urgency to
revise the constitution towards
a more balanced and efficient
system of government, Ben Salem
said the country needed more time
to digest its political experience
before taking such a step.
However, political sources in
main political groups said they
expected no change in the government or constitution before
local elections, which are in mid2017.
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London’s new Muslim mayor speaks of tolerant city

Francis Ghilès
Sadiq Khan, the new mayor
of London and his wife
Saadiya arrive to cast their
votes for the London mayoral
elections at a polling station
in south London, on May 5th.

H

aving spent
more than
half my 71
years in
London and
worked there,
I can only
express
gratitude and
hope that a city, which has
developed from one of the most
important in Europe to one of the
most important in the world, has
elected the son of a Muslim
immigrant bus driver as its new
mayor.
Sadiq Khan, a Labour member
of parliament and human rights
lawyer who voted in favour of gay
marriage, was elected despite a
Conservative campaign insistently
linking him with anti-Semitism
and Islamist radicals. That suggests that the recent tradition of
negative attacks, imported from
the United States and perfected
by the Conservative party’s chief
strategist Lynton Crosby, no longer
works.
The British people remain, for
the most part, level-headed and
largely immune to
the harsh identity
politics that seems to
be engulfing Europe.
Conservative candidate, Zac Goldsmith,
is of Jewish descent,
but electors paid
little attention to the
religious backgrounds
of the two candidates,

Will he grow in the
job to become a
great mayor? Only
time will tell.

concentrating instead on political
platforms and capacity to lead.
It must be said that the multimillionaire Conservative candidate
never gave the impression he
really wanted the job. Goldsmith,
a member of parliament for the
borough of Richmond on Thames,
one of the capital’s most attractive
residential suburbs, has impeccable green credentials and favours
Brexit, in line with the convictions
of his father Sir James Goldsmith
whose private lifestyle matched his
exotic financial deals.
His languor stood in sharp contrast with the relentless backslapping of his opponent. He seems to
have been chosen because he was
“a good egg”, which made him
a rather reluctant vessel for the
at times below-the-belt message
crafted by his handlers at Conservative Central Office.
When Conservative leaflets
claiming Khan would impose a
wealth tax on family jewellery
were targeted at Indian families,
their authors seemed to assume
such people hold substantial
amounts of jewellery. Were they
harking back to a kind of colonial
era policy of dividing the Asian
community between Hindus and
Muslims? Patronising people who
hail from the Indian subcontinent
is not necessarily the best way of
gaining their vote.
Other Conservative party members used words like “radical”
and “dangerous” to describe the
Labour candidate, terms that are

easily associated with terror and
extremism. They also attempted
to smear him with the accusation
of anti-Semitism by throwing at
him a contentious remark made
by former mayor of London Ken
Livingstone, that Adolf Hitler supported Zionism.
The darker flaws of Goldsmith’s
campaign are unattractive. They
jar with London’s daily reality
where identity politics, where it
exists, is discreet.
During Boris Johnson’s eightyear tenure as mayor, London
witnessed an unprecedented building boom, a great improvement
in public transport and no cuts
in police. It remains, despite the
terrorist threat that weighs heavily
over Europe, a safe city.
The outgoing mayor championed
a network of cycle superhighways
that has led to bikes starting to
outnumber cars on some central
London roads in the morning rush
hour.
But a major black spot on Johnson’s record is that, as housing
prices have soared, affordable
housing has become more scarce.
Neither candidate addressed that
problem, which can only be remedied if new affordable housing is
put up on the city’s green belt.
Goldsmith’s old-fashioned
conservatism and Khan’s leftish
instincts led both men to mistrust
open markets and change, things
that London and any modern city
thrive on. Neither candidate wants
a third runway at Heathrow Air-

port, which is essential.
The challenges of overseeing a
$23 billion budget are great and,
while neither candidate was a
stellar performer in his party in
the run-up to the mayoral contest,
both are young — Goldsmith is 41
and Khan 45, which means that the
new mayor is well tuned in to what
is a young and thrusting city.
Will he grow in the job to become
a great mayor? Only time will tell
but this election, by blurring lines
between political left and right, is
symbolic of a new form of politics.
At a time when the threat of
terrorism fuelled by events in the
Middle East and social exclusion in
Europe hangs over Europe, many
of whose politicians unashamedly
stoke a blanket fear of Islam, the
election of a Muslim of Pakistani
descent to run London is hugely
symbolic — in itself it argues for
dialogue among religions and
cultures that are very diverse and
often caught up in the vicious gripe
of daily politics and harsh international relations.
Reconciling Muslims with modern life is unlikely to happen in
Saudi Arabia or in the wastelands
of Syria; encouraging Europeans
to look upon those who practice
Islam as people they can live with
rather than bomb or fear is unlikely
to happen in Budapest or Warsaw.
It could get a head start in London.
Francis Ghilès is an associate
fellow at the Barcelona Centre for
International Affairs.

British Labour, Muslims and Israel

Rashmee Roshan Lall

A

nyone notice
the relationship between
increasing
Muslim
participation
in the British
political
mainstream
and the row over the alleged rise
of anti-Semitism on the British
left?
Britain’s main opposition Labour
Party has been roiled by allegations
of anti-Semitism deep within its
DNA. Party leader Jeremy Corbyn admitted there is a “small”
problem. The party had to suspend
a prominent member — former
London mayor Ken Livingstone —
as he defended another alleged
anti-Semite, Labour Member of
Parliament Naz Shah.
Shah, a first-term MP of Pakistani
ethnicity, has been criticised for
anti-Israeli, anti-Jewish Facebook
posts and comments. She posted
them before Britain’s May 2015
general election. They appear to
show her making no
distinction between
Israeli citizens and
people who belong
to the Jewish faith.
They also appear to
show her antipathy to
Israel’s right to exist
where it does.
Shah shared a
graphic of Israel’s
outline superimposed on a map of the
United States under

Britain’s main
opposition Labour
Party has been roiled
by allegations of
anti-Semitism deep
within its DNA.

the headline Solution for Israel-Palestine Conflict — Relocate Israel into
United States. She did not use the
words “final solution” but added
the comment: “Problem solved.”
According to the British political
blogsite Guido Fawkes, Shah urged
her Facebook friends to vote for a
poll about the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict, warning that time was of
the essence because “the Jews are
rallying”. She tweeted a link comparing Zionism to al-Qaeda.
British commentators have been
musing ever since about rampant
anti-Semitism on the left. The
argument goes that criticism of
Israeli government policy increasingly has an anti-Semitic undertone.
Jonathan Arkush, president
of the umbrella Jewish Board of
Deputies, discerned a “stream of
clear-cut cases of anti-Semitism in
the Labour Party, which can’t just
be fobbed off as differences over
Israel”.
Michael Levy, a Labour member
of the House of Lords, said it was
a “serious problem” that Shah
could be an MP, “how people like
this can enter our Parliament with
such a lack of knowledge, such a
lack of discretion and such a lack
of sensitivity”.
Finally, there was the following pronouncement from Julia
Neuberger, another member of
the House of Lords and a rabbi at
the West London Synagogue. The
Labour Party, she said, had “a very
particular problem (with anti-Semitism), and a particular problem at

the moment”.
What particular problem might
that be?
There is a decided tension
between Labour’s call for justice
and fair play and the positions he
adopted by some of its members
on Israel and people of the Jewish faith. These have been overwhelmingly Muslim, except for
Livingstone and a former parliamentary candidate Vicki Kirby.
Before Naz Shah, there was
Khadim Hussain, a Labour councillor and former lord mayor of
Bradford, who shared a Facebook
post that complained “your school
education system only tells you
about Anne Frank and the 6 million Zionists that were killed by
Hitler”.
After the Naz Shah incident
brought Labour’s anti-Semitism
into full view, the party suspended
councillors Ilyas Aziz, Salim Mulla
and Shah Hussain. Like Shah, the
first two offered Facebook approval for relocating Israel to the
United States.
This brings us back to Neuberger’s lament about Labour’s “particular problem at the moment”.
The party is increasingly seen as
the political home of Muslims and
other minority groups in Britain.
It has nine Muslim MPs, which is
three times as many as in the governing Conservative Party.
It is to be expected that Muslims, among others — within the
Labour Party and outside it —
would be critical of Israeli actions.
Palestinian suffering appals many

around the world but it features
particularly strongly — in conversations, newspaper articles and
street protests — throughout the
Muslim world.
Western diplomats know this
well. Consider the remarks of
Jared Cohen, an adviser to two
US secretaries of state: “Why do
young people in Algeria, unemployed and living in poverty, tell
me that their primary grievance in
life is the fact that the Palestinians
do not have a state? What makes
10,000 Indonesians march against
violence in Gaza?”
The Palestinian issue remains an
open wound for many around the
world but it can be said to have a
special significance for Muslims
everywhere. That includes Muslim
members of the British Labour
Party. However, Muslim politicians
in the West must be especially
mindful that their championing
of the Palestinian cause doesn’t
tip over into anti-Semitism. Their
comments on Israel will always be
parsed for bias.
In Britain and other parts of
Europe, there is urgent discussion
of the need to increase Muslim
participation in the political mainstream but as this comes to pass,
there are certain to be more rows
over anti-Semitism. It would be
well to guard against this.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
Her blog can be found at www.
rashmee.com and she is on Twitter: @rashmeerl.
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Donald Trump has a problem with minorities, not just Muslims
The Arab Weekly special
correspondent

New York

F

rom racist rhetoric to
down-and-dirty derogating, the 2016 US presidential race has been one
of the ugliest elections in
memory. Adults can mostly laugh
off the political posturing but children may be having a tougher time.
According to teachers across the
United States, the antics of Republican front runner Donald Trump
and other presidential candidates
are rubbing off on schoolchildren,
with name-calling, bullying and
playground racism on the rise.
“We’ve seen Donald Trump behave like a 12-year-old and now
we’re seeing 12-year-olds behave
like Donald Trump,” said Richard
Cohen, president of the Southern
Poverty Law Center (SPLC), a rights
group that recently surveyed about
2,000 teachers.

One-third of teachers
described an increase
in anti-Muslim or
anti-immigrant
sentiment.
According to the SPLC study,
headscarf-wearing Muslim girls
are being called terrorists, Latinos are warned of deportation and
teased about wall-building along
the US-Mexico border, the n-word
is making a comeback and children
younger than ever before are using
it.
Researchers said the presidential
“campaign is having a profoundly
negative effect on children and
classrooms”. Playground bullies are
picking on classmates whose race
or religion has been singled out by
Trump and other candidates.
More than two-thirds of the
teachers reported that students
— mainly immigrants, children of
immigrants and Muslims — have
expressed concern or fears about
what might happen to them or their
families after the November election.

Demonstrators take part in a protest against Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump, in New York City.
“For young students, we’re seeing an atmosphere of fear that can
be infectious pretty quickly. For
older students, the fear tends to be
much more real. And it’s not just
out in the ether, but because there’s
increased harassment at school,”
said Maureen Costello, who leads
the SPLC’s Teaching Tolerance project.
The SPLC report says there has
been a spike in racist bullying. For
Muslims — or even some non-Muslim brown-skinned children — the
acronym “ISIS” has become a stock
taunt, referencing the Islamic State.
One-third of teachers described
an increase in anti-Muslim or antiimmigrant sentiment. According to
the report, one student told a Muslim classmate “that he was support-

ing Donald Trump because he was
going to kill all of the Muslims if he
became president”.
Trump has made headlines and
won votes, often among lower-class
whites who lost jobs as US factories
moved overseas, with a pledge to
“make America great again” via
economic growth and tough immigration rules.
The way Trump tells it, undocumented Mexicans are often “rapists” who should be kept out by a
“beautiful wall” on the southern
border. After ISIS-linked attacks in
Paris and San Bernardino, California, he called for a ban on Muslims
entering the United States.
He is more cautious on AfricanAmericans. He has criticised demonstrators from the Black Lives

Matter movement and was slow to
reject support from David Duke, a
former grand wizard of the white
supremacist Ku Klux Klan.
While Trump’s demagoguery is
rejected by politicians from both
main parties, he is not alone. Ted
Cruz, a former rival for the Republican nomination, called for police
patrols in Muslim areas to weed out
terrorists.
There is no doubt that Trump has
an effect on the young. In March, a
group of mostly white teenagers attended an inter-school basketball
game at a mostly Hispanic school
in Indiana. They hoisted banners of
Trump and ridiculed their Latino rivals by chanting, “Build a wall”.
When asked about this and similar events, Trump objected to being

asked a “nasty” question.
Maher Kharma, a 44-year-old Palestinian-American father of three in
Maryland, who migrated from Jordan in 1993, said he has been fearful
of discrimination since one of his
daughters was stopped from playing in a school sports team because
she wore a headscarf.
Trump’s campaign signals that
the “rules of the game are changing” in the United States, said Kharma, a physiotherapist.
“What we are dealing with today
is a very fashionable, unfortunately
distrustful and concerning rhetoric
where people who could take leadership positions are stirring the pot
and telling average Americans that
they should not trust their Muslim
neighbours,” Kharma said.

Talking about Islam in America

View poi nt

Rasha Elass

W

hen a Western
journalist and
colleague
recently asked,
with an air of
nonchalance,
whether I was Sunni or Shia, I
was surprised to take such
offence to the seemingly innocent inquiry. After all, I think
nothing of asking colleagues if
they are Catholic, Protestant,
reformed or observant Jewish or
whether they belong to the now
ubiquitous “spiritual but not
religious” categorisation.
The conversation about Islam
in today’s environment, though,
inevitably ventures into contested
territory, both in the public and
private spheres and, just as I
found myself taking offence at
an otherwise innocent question,
I also recently caught myself
offending someone with what I
thought was an innocent question: I asked a Muslim woman
if she was a convert or born and
raised Muslim.
“I don’t like to answer this
question and I don’t recognise

The conversation about
Islam in today’s
environment inevitably
ventures into contested
territory.

that there is any difference between the two. We’re all Muslim,
just like we’re all American,” she
said.
Her indignation reflects not
only the defensive posture that
many Muslims strike in the face of
a barrage of offensive rhetoric and
threats but also the diverse and
heated discussions that unfold
among Muslim-American communities.
Questions tackled within the
community include: What makes
a Muslim? Birth or piety? Is there
such a thing as a secular Muslim,
like there are secular Jews? (Many
religious Muslims will tell you no,
there is not; one is either observant or simply not a Muslim.)
Also, what is a “cultural” Muslim? Does someone such as the
prominent critic of Islam, Aayan
Hirsi Ali, qualify as such? If so,
does that give her more credibility?
Even in academic circles these
questions are not settled. In a
recent private online debate,
the conversation among half a
dozen academic experts on Islam
quickly deteriorated to personalising the matter.
“If you’re personally offended
by Hirsi Ali… you’re too close to
the material. This is an academic
list. Critique is part of what we do
here,” said one Islamic scholar in
response to a string of personal
attacks between academics.
“Aren’t we responding in utterly
predictable terms on criticism of
Islam and aren’t we demonstrat-

ing the worrisome role of small
tribal academic politics (and troubling ethics) in our scholarship?”
she continued.
Muslims with no scholarly
training in Islam are equally
polarised, as is the conversation about Muslims in the public
sphere. At least in some Washington circles, there seems to be an
undertone of a sort of Islamophobia that is bizarrely reminiscent of
medieval thinking about pagans —
something to do with the Muslim
soul being inherently corrupt and
untrustworthy.
This claim becomes tangible
among many Washingtonians
who have jobs that require a
government-issued security clearance, which typically involves
regular polygraph testing to
ensure no wrongdoing. Within
such environments, there seems
to be some clichés taken almost as
uncontested truth.
“Catholics make excellent
polygraph subjects because
they’re used to confessions,” one
insider told me casually, reflecting
a general belief among colleagues
in the intelligence community. By
contrast, Muslims are inherently
suspect.
One former CIA officer said
there is a perception that Muslims
can more easily beat a polygraph
test than other groups. As examples, he referred to incidents
of Muslim non-US citizens who
worked overseas with the US
government or its contractors.
Allegedly such individuals were

What makes
a Muslim?
Birth or
piety?

able to deceive with relative ease
polygraph tests conducted by the
US government. However, because
such things are shrouded with
secrecy, it is near impossible to
ascertain the facts and circumstances, such as the linguistic and
cultural training of the polygraph
operator, who must be highly
skilled to produce a valid test.
These examples might be trivial. They certainly go unmentioned
in the US national conversation
about Islam. But one can infer it
from the loudest Islamophobes
such as activist and blogger
Pamela Geller, who is among the
least bashful to verbalise what
might otherwise go unsaid outside fringe groups.
One of the advertisements that
her organisation sponsored stated:
“In any war between the civilised
man and the savage, support the
civilised man.” The ad, which ran
in 2012 on public transportation in
New York, was in support of Israel
but the reference to some inherently “corrupt” soul of the “other”
is clear and it resonates in some of
the rhetoric in the US presidential
election campaign.
As for me, when asked about
my religion or sect, I like to recall
a time from earlier years in the
Middle East, when I lived there
as a child and no one asked such
things. I am not about to indulge
such questions now.
Rasha Elass is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.
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In Tehran,
undercover
morality police
battle ‘bad hijab’
Gareth Smyth

London

M

y Stealthy Freedom,
a Facebook page
with 1 million followers on which
Iranian
women
post selfies without a hijab, is irking Iran’s “principle-ists” as Tehran’s police chief deployed an extra
7,000 morality police — all undercover — on the streets to enforce
dress codes as well as control noise
and dog walking.
“This is a social movement. They
can’t arrest them all,” said Masih
Alinejad, who set up My Stealthy
Freedom. “We can’t do anything
through elections — but if we empower women and the youth, they
can’t do anything. They’re scared
of social media and that’s why they
attack us.”
Summer temperatures in Tehran can hit 45 degrees Celsius and
rising sap after the winter’s snow
opens an annual cat-and-mouse
game between morality police
and fashionable young women
strutting along boulevards such as
Valiasr.
This year, authorities blocked an
app designed for Tehranis to track
morality patrols combating what
is known as “bad hijab”. In Iran,
however, politics is rarely distant
and Iranian President Hassan Rohani has chided those not respecting “the people’s dignity”. Rohani
holds the pragmatic conservative
belief that “private” behaviour
is not the state’s concern. Social
media, though, shifts boundaries

between “public” and “private”
space.
Alinejad left Iran in 2009, where
in 2005 she was a 28-year-old feisty
reporter irking conservative parliamentary deputies with questions
about their expenses after they
campaigned for “social justice”.
They, in turn, accused her of “flirting”. She hit back with a punchy
novel Taj-e Khaar (Crown of Thorns)
and revealed she was divorced and
had an 8-year-old son.
She went to England and the
United States but remains a tough
journalist. In a recent Skype interview with parliamentary deputy
Hamid Rasaei, she asked for evidence she is a “whore”, as his magazine claimed. Alinejad has also
sprung interviews on Ayatollah Ahmad Khatami, Tehran’s substitute
prayer leader; and Mahmoud Alavi,
the Intelligence minister. If these
do not make Voice of America, BBC
Persian or Manoto Television, she
publicises them on social media.

“This is a social
movement. They
can’t arrest them
all.”

Facebook activist
Masih Alinejad

Nonetheless, hijab is no straightforward issue and Iran is not just
the women of north Tehran sporting tight jackets under mounds of
hair straining their scarves. Many
young men in the morality police
and the Basij — staunchly Islamic
volunteers who help police public
morality — are from poorer backgrounds and resent inhabitants
of affluent north Tehran flaunting

Iranian plainclothes police officers stand in an inauguration ceremony of the newly established
undercover division of the morality police, at the Tehran police department, last April.
wealth and what appears as sexual
licence.
In a masterful study, Poverty and
Revolution in Iran, published just
after the 1979 revolution, Farhad
Kazemi, now at New York University, studied “poor migrants” arriving
in Tehran “with great hopes… [but
finding] their new urban life is not
an escape from marginality”.
Kazemi argued the urban poor
“realise[d] their political power”
in adopting the “slogans and ways
of the revolution”. Such a basis for
politicised, egalitarian Islam is not
purely Iranian. Sayyid Qutb, arguably the founder of modern Islamism, was a country boy who headed
for Cairo and Washington.
Kazemi found the moderate
National Front had few recruits
among Iran’s poor. Years later, Iran’s
reformists struggled for inroads
where slogans of social and political freedom meant little to people
struggling for a living or to find a
spouse.

In 2005, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad won the presidency promising
to put “the oil money on the sofreh
[the mat poorer Iranians sit on to
dine]“. This was despite rumours he
had segregated buildings as Tehran
mayor and planned to extend this as
president.
“The principle-ists have their
own ways of reaching their social
base among the poor and more conservative people,” said Saeid Golkar, consulting senior fellow at the
International Institute for Strategic
Studies and lecturer at Northwestern University.
“Morality policing pleases the
more conservative part of society.
If you talk to people in south Tehran, even men who peer at girls in
the street, they say they want hijab
and that boys and girls are being
corrupted.”
Finding a balance over the hijab
is one of several challenges facing
Rohani. The last thing he wants is
rising tensions but in Iran any issue

can be caught up in political factionalising.
“Rohani has a China or Singapore model in his mind — a strong
economy with some liberties,” said
Golkar. “He doesn’t want confrontation and he doesn’t want to lose his
middle-class social support because
people think he’s doing nothing
[over social reform].”
Pushing populist egalitarianism,
then, makes sense for his principleist critics as the 2017 presidential
election appears on the horizon.
February’s parliamentary poll saw
low turnouts in Tehran’s poorer
districts, where people feel no economic benefit from the nuclear
agreement, leaving the capital’s
turnout at 50%, lower than 62% nationally.
Rohani’s critics may fan discontent to mobilise poorer Iranians —
partly by highlighting the riches and
“bad hijab” of north Tehran. They
want the president to feel the heat
as summer arrives.

For Iran’s Sunnis, the war to save Assad is not theirs
Ali Alfoneh

Washington

O

n the surface, there was
nothing unusual about
the funeral procession
carrying the bodies of
“martyred guardians of
the shrine” Hossein-Ali Kiani and
Aqil Shibak to their final resting
place in Zahedan, capital of SistanBaluchestan province in southeastern Iran.
As befits the martyred “volunteers” for Iran’s war effort in Syria
to support the regime of President
Bashar Assad, the procession on
April 16th was led by local grandees, such as Ayatollah Abbas Ali
Suleimani, representative of Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei in the Sunni majority province;
and Ali Owsat Hashemi, the governor-general.
But all is not what it seems.

In Sistan-Baluchestan,
the Sunni boycott of
the funerals of Syrian
war dead was seen as a
humiliating
embarrassment.
The day before the funerals, Zahedan Press, the main local news
agency, complained of the cold
reception the bodies of the two returning Shia martyrs received when
the plane carrying them landed
at the city’s airport. There was no
military guard of honour and only a
few close relatives of the deceased
were present to carry the coffins.
Kaghaz-e Akhbar, a local news-

paper, complained about the nonparticipation of the province’s
Sunni population in the funeral
procession and expressed the hope
that “God willing, we shall witness
the presence of these dear ones
(the Sunnis) in the forthcoming
commemoration series so that we
can demonstrate our unity to the
world”.

Tehran’s propaganda
effort seems to have
further alienated
Iran’s Sunni
population.
In Sistan-Baluchestan, the blatant Sunni boycott of the funerals
was seen as a humiliating embarrassment. After all, Khamenei, perhaps in an attempt to play down the
sectarian aspect of the Syrian war
and appeal to Iran’s Sunnis, consistently calls the conflict a “struggle between Islam and heresy”.
But that is a narrative that clearly does not resonate with Iran’s
Sunni population, particularly in
Sistan-Baluchistan, where regime
forces have been battling separatist
groups for years in a low-intensity,
but frequently brutal, insurgency.
In an attempt to give credence to
the supreme leader’s narrative of
sacrifice against Sunni jihadists, the
government’s propaganda machine
had previously pulled out all the
stops to provide extensive coverage of the November 2015 burials of
Salman Barjesteh, Morad Abdollahi
and Omar Molla-Zehi, three Sunni natives of Sistan-Baluchestan
killed in the Syrian conflict.
Esmaeel Molla-Zehi, the father of
Omar, was granted a meeting with
Khamenei on March 10th at which

the supreme leader said: “Today,
we have among us Sunni brethren who are fighting in defence of
the ahl-e beyt (household of the
Prophet, a reference to Shia imams)
and are being killed as martyrs…
And when they visit us, instead of
displaying sorrow, sadness or complaint, their families express pride
in their sons being martyred in this
path.”
More recently, the regime’s propagandists have been aggrandising

a hitherto little heard of military
unit, the Nabavioun Brigade, which
is allegedly composed of Iranian
Sunnis who “volunteer” for the war
in Syria to keep the Assad regime in
power.
While the existence of such a military unit is, at the very least, questionable, it seems to have propaganda value that Tehran is eager
to exploit to demonstrate sectarian
unity behind the war effort.
However, even tales of the mys-

tery unit’s merits further reflect
Sunni unhappiness with the regime’s conduct in Syria. Raja News,
one of the mouthpieces of the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps
(IRGC), disclosed in a December
28th, 2015, report on the Nabavioun Brigade that the Sunni population in Sistan-Baluchestan considered the war in Syria a “slaughter of
fellow Muslims”.
That opinion, said Raja News,
changed after the “martyrdom” of
the three Sunni Iranian volunteers
to Syria. But the Sunni boycott
of “martyr” burials in Sistan-Baluchestan suggests otherwise.
Supporting the Syrian dictator
has never been a popular cause in
Iran but the savagery of the Islamic
State (ISIS) and the IRGC’s warnings that Iranians will eventually
have to fight the group on Iranian
soil if it is not defeated in Syria and
Iraq has to some degree persuaded
Iran’s Shia-majority public to support the military engagement in
Syria.
That does not extend to Iran’s
Sunni minority, which draws parallels between the Assad regime’s
suppression of their co-religionists
in Syria and the Tehran regime’s
suppression of the Islamic Republic’s Sunnis.
In the end, Tehran’s propaganda
effort seems to have further alienated Iran’s Sunni population rather
than persuaded its members to
support military intervention in
Syria morally or materially.
Ali Alfoneh is an independent
Iranian analyst based in
Washington who specialises in
the Islamic Revolutionary Guards
Corps.
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‘Marriages of pleasure’ take Iraq by storm
Oumayma Omar

Baghdad

T

he mother of 17-year-old
Nour was in tears as she
spoke about the “ruined
future” of her daughter
who was left with a child
after contracting a nikah mut’ah
— a temporary or “pleasure” marriage — an informal and temporary
secret union that is gaining popularity in Iraq.
“It is her girlfriends’ bad influence. They lured my daughter into
this relationship with a man much
older than her for the sake of money,” said Oum Nour, the name she
asked to be identified with.
A mother of five, Oum Nour has
been struggling to provide for her
family after the death of her husband several years ago. She said
the demands of her adolescent
daughter have increased, causing
disputes between them.

A dowry varies
depending on a
woman’s level of
education.
“I tried to meet all her wishes
but unfortunately I could not prevent what has happened,” she said.
“The man convinced her that nikah
mut’ah is a legitimate union under
sharia but he actually abused her
sexually. When she got pregnant,
he walked out, claiming that having children was not previewed under the so-called marriage agreement.”
Nikah mut’ah marriage was
banned in Iraq under the former
Ba’ath Party rule but became widespread after the US invasion in
2003, as the war made widows of
thousands of women and led to an
imbalance in the ratio of males to
females.
Nikah mut’ah is considered “religiously” legitimate among Shias
and can last for half an hour or
several years. When the contract
ends, so does the marriage. No witnesses, officials or family members
need to get involved and the contract is not registered. If a child is
born out of the union, the father
has no legal or financial responsibility for the offspring.
Nikah mut’ah’s more seemly
equivalent in the Sunni sect is

Poverty-stricken Iraqi women, mainly divorcees and widows in a Shia neighbourhood of Baghdad, apply to contract temporary
marriages called nikah mut’ah or pleasure marriages, in exchange for a fee.
called nikah misyar but, while the
latter is rarely practiced, the former is becoming common in conservative Iraqi society.
A nikah mut’ah allows women to
exchange their services for money without feeling guilt or being
forced to “live in sin”. For many,
it is a way to make a living or helping ends meet. “The (Islamic) law
legalised this union, notably for
divorcees and widows, especially
when they have no one to support
and cannot provide for themselves
and when they have young children to feed,” noted 30-year-old
Samara A., who refused to identify
herself further.
For Samara, a divorcee with a
child, the only way out of her economic situation was to remarry,
again and again and again. She betrothed herself to men who provided dowries and a sense of security
and comfort, if only temporarily. “I
have resorted to these ‘legitimate’
unions several times and have
asked for a dowry every time,” she

said. “This has helped me provide
for myself and look after my child.”
There are no official statistics on the number of such marriages there are in Iraq. Dowries,
which are agreed to in advance,
vary depending on the duration
of the marriage and the status of
the woman. A dowry ranges from
25,000 dinars ($22) to 50,000 ($44)
for a few hours if the woman is uneducated and $100 to $300 a day if
she has a university degree.

Nikah mut’ah became
widespread after the
US invasion in 2003.
The practice of nikah mut’ah
marriage is more than 1,000 years
old and sanctioned by some Shia
clerics. However, it is a “secret and
informal marriage” in the eyes of
law, which only acknowledges formal marriage contracts.
Sociology experts pin down the
widespread nature of the phenom-

enon to conflict, poverty, harsh
economic conditions and political
chaos.
“The overwhelming changes
that occurred after 2003 destroyed
the social fabric and norms in addition to wrecking the economy.
Many young couples who cannot afford to have regular marriages and
cannot have a relationship otherwise are resorting to such temporary unions,” said Shaza Ojeili, a
psychology professor at Baghdad
University.
“Also, women contract such marriages in exchange for money and
because they are taken care of during the duration of the union. They
are mostly widows and divorcees
desperately in need to provide for
their children or women who want
easier lives.”
A sociologist, who spoke on
condition of anonymity, blasted
nikah mut’ah as “veiled prostitution” contracted unscrupulously
under the cover of religious legitimacy. She charged that the rise of

religious parties and growing influence of the clergy in post-2003 Iraq
facilitated the proliferation of the
phenomenon.
“The encouragement of nikah
mut’ah marriages is being done
openly without shame or embarrassment, turning women into
cheap (sex) slaves,” the sociologist
said. “Material temptations, eroding morality and the large numbers
of widowed and unmarried women are main causes for the wide
spread of these unions.”
Legal expert Buchra al-Obeidi
argued that “the absence of a
clear-cut law that neither bans nor
regularises temporary marriages
facilitated the abuse of the trend.
Poverty and lawlessness have inevitably encouraged men to abuse
the system and take advantage of
poor and lonely women.”
Oumayma Omar, based in
Baghdad, is a contributor to the
Culture and Society sections of
The Arab Weekly.

Foreign workers pushed out by ‘Saudisation’ drive
The Arab Weekly staff

Riyadh

T

he use of expatriate workers in many industries
in Saudi Arabia could be
greatly reduced through
the government’s uncompromising Saudisation programme, an initiative replacing
foreign workers with Saudi nationals in the private sector to address
the country’s rising unemployment
rate.
The latest field to see the shift in
its labour force is the mobile phone
industry. The Ministry of Labour
shocked the expatriate community
when it announced in March that,
after a six-month grace period, foreigners would be banned from selling and maintaining mobile phones
or accessories related to them.

According to the IMF,
unemployment in
Saudi Arabia stands at
11.6% with 32.8% for
women.
According to Labour Ministry
spokesman Khalid Abalkhail, the
mobile phone industry changes
will affect about 20,000 workers.
He said the ministry’s goal was
to create 1.3 million jobs for Saudis.
“There are plans for gradual na-

tionalisation of other sectors such
as taxis, travel and tourism, real estate, jewellery and vegetable markets,” he added.
With things moving quickly, the
government has scrambled to train
Saudi nationals to work in the mobile phone industry. The kingdom’s
Technical and Vocational Training
Corporation (TVTC) launched cell
phone maintenance training programmes in six regions.
According to TVTC, which is subsidised by the Human Resources
Development Fund, the demand
for the programmes was unprecedented. More than 55,000 people —
both men and women — applied to
fill the 20,000 job vacancies created by the Saudisation programme.
However, opportunities created
by the efforts of the Labour Ministry are not being utilised by some
segments of the kingdom’s youth
population. A false sense of entitlement, a side effect from the oil
boom from past decades, has been
blamed.
A recent report in the Saudi financial daily al Eqtisadiah highlighted the reluctance of some
Saudis to work in the mobile phone
sector because of low salaries and
fears of lack of sustainability of the
work, leading to calls for a minimum wage to attract Saudi youth.
The International Monetary Fund
(IMF) estimates unemployment

A man leaves a mobile phone shop in Riyadh on March 21st.
The sign reads: “Saudi employees are wanted. Sellers,
programmers and maintenance technicians.”
in Saudi Arabia at 11.6%, with unemployment among Saudi women
estimated at 32.8%, the highest in
the world.
The effects of Saudisation on the
expatriate community will be palpable, with declining oil revenues
exasperating the situation. Saudi
Arabia cut government spending
after posting a record $98 billion
budget deficit in 2015. The king-

dom has introduced a number of
financial measures, including increasing domestic petrol prices
more than 50%. Water, electricity,
diesel and kerosene prices also increased.
Austerity measures are expected
to save the kingdom about $7 billion annually, according to Riyadhbased Jadwa Investment. The firm
said revenues from the kingdom’s

hike on diesel are estimated at
$2.75 billion a year and petrol levies are expected to add $2.5 billion.
Foreigners accounted for 10.1
million of the overall Saudi population of 30.8 million in 2014, according to official data. The money
they sent home was important for
their native countries. They remitted $9.1 billion from Saudi Arabia
in the third quarter of 2015, central
bank figures show.
“The economic changes have
started to pressure the labour market and this has triggered the start
of the migration of a large segment
of foreign workers,” said Saudi
economist Fadl al-Boainain.
“Declining corporate profitability has made the foreign workforce
a target for managements seeking
to cut fixed financial obligations.”
The government is wagering a lot
on its Saudisation drive and, as a
consequence, is looking at setting
incentives for companies that implement quotas, with the Labour
Ministry looking at factors such
as the Saudisation percentage, the
number of women employed and
the level of average wages among
other considerations.
Saudi Arabia on April 25th is to
announce its “vision” for future
social and economic development,
including a “National Transformation Programme” aimed at diversifying the economy away from oil.
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UAE greenhouses grow crops without soil
N.P. Krishna Kumar

Dubai

H

ow can food production
be increased by 70% to
meet the demands of a
global population forecast to reach 9 billion by
2050? How can a sustainable food
supply be achieved with minimal
risk to the environment?
These are the kind of issues that
experts focus on at the Abu Dhabi
Farmers’ Services Centre (ADFSC),
the government partner in the sustainable agricultural development
sector in the United Arab Emirates.
Since it was set up in 2012, ADFSC
has been sharing knowledge, experience and technical findings in
sustainable farming with experts at
home and abroad.
ADFSC Consultant Adnan alSammarraie said one way to achieve
these goals is to improve agricultural practices, which would increase
productivity, ensure food safety,
environment resources sustainability and minimise product loss
during the growing season.However, the strategy of expanding agricultural land will cause pollution
through greenhouse gas emissions
and further depletion of the Earth’s
resources.

In the UAE, which has
scarce water resources
for farming, a number
of innovative
strategies are being
applied.
“To achieve the goal of a sustainable food supply with minimum
risk to the environment, we need
to deal with the problem in another
manner and investigate human food
habits — i.e. type of food consumed
— reduce food waste and improve
agricultural practices,” Sammarraie
said. “Water being a vital factor, we

need to consume low water equivalent commodities in order to save
water.”
Next-generation agricultural solutions that could shape the future of
sustainable farming are being tried
out around the world. In the UAE,
which has scarce water resources,
innovative strategies being applied
include hydroponics, a technique
for growing plants and vegetables
using mineral nutrient solutions in
water without soil.

There are an estimated
7,600 greenhouses in
Abu Dhabi, many using
low to medium
technology.
The use of hydroponics in greenhouses is economically feasible as
it does not require the use of soil,
which means that the local low-fertility soil will not pose a problem for
production and it can produce large
quantities with better quality in less
space for most crops.
Greenhouses are being used to
grow tomatoes, capsicum, strawberries, chillies, aubergines, cucumbers, leafy vegetables and herbs.
It is not commercially viable to
grow crops such as cabbage or potatoes in greenhouses in Abu Dhabi,
as those vegetables are either too
large, require a lot of space or can be
grown in open fields.
There are an estimated 7,600
greenhouses in Abu Dhabi, many
using low to medium technology.
Farmers are increasingly upgrading
greenhouses or installing new ones
with hydroponics systems. These
feature shading systems, temperature and humidity sensors, which
monitor conditions and automate
processes to ensure ideal growing
conditions.
“Before the ADFSC was established, hydroponics activities on local farms were carried out on a trial
basis, primarily for growing leafy
vegetables. There were no indus-

A farmer in an Abu Dhabi greenhouse.
try standards for growing vegetable
crops,” said ADFSC specialist Basem
al-Khawaldeh.
“Shortly after the establishment
of the ADFSC four years ago, the
Protected Agriculture Unit implemented two hydroponics demonstrations in the Western Region for
growing cucumbers, tomatoes and
capsicum, which are an important
part of the Middle Eastern diet.”
He said the main concern over the
next five years is reduction of water
consumption in greenhouse cooling
systems.
“The weather can be 50 degrees
Celsius outside the greenhouse in
the height of summer but, thanks

(Photo credit: Abu Dhabi Farmers’ Service Centre)

to new greenhouse technology, the
temperature will remain at a steady
28 degrees C inside, which is the optimal temperature for year-round
growing of crops such as tomatoes
and cucumbers,” Khawaldeh said.
Of 100 farms in Abu Dhabi supported by the Khalifa Fund project,
there are 56 medium- to high-tech
greenhouses in operation and 44
under construction and expected to
be finished by the end of 2016.
Khawaldeh said a number of steps
needed to be taken to increase the
popularity of hydroponics in the region.
“First of all, capacity building
of farming stakeholders can be

achieved through training, setting up demonstration farms, and
through technical publications and
other communication packages
focused on the target audiences,”
he said. “There should also be increased marketing of hydroponics
farming.
“The capabilities of local research
stations must be boosted to carry
out applied research on the critical
components of the hydroponics systems, in particular, crop protection
and nutrient management as well.”
N.P. Krishna Kumar is a
Dubai-based contributor to The
Arab Weekly.

Egypt maintains subsidies despite deficit
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

T

An Egyptian fruit vendor at a market stall in Cairo.

he Egyptian government
might be keeping the lid
on public anger at rising prices by subsidising
food for the poor but the
policy is draining the treasury at a
time when revenues are decreasing,
economists say.
“Keeping food subsidies in place
complicates our financial problems
even more,” said Basant Fahmy, an
economist and member of parliament. “We need to help the poor,
but also avoid increasing the budget
deficit.”
Egypt’s budget deficit is expected
to top $24 billion by the end of the
fiscal year, which ends in June.
President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi has
allocated $240 million in extra subsidies for the poor to counteract a
surge in food prices.
Food prices rose dramatically because of a sharp rise in the exchange
rate of the US dollar, the main import currency. In recent months,
the Egyptian pound has lost almost
30% of its value, compared to the
US currency.
Sisi said he ordered the government and the army to mitigate the
effects of the rise in the value of
the dollar by subsidising food for
the poor. Accordingly, the government and the army will sell food to
the poor for 30% less than market
prices.
The army sends truckloads of
meat, fish, poultry, cooking oil and
butter across Egypt to sell at subsidised prices. Supermarkets owned
by the government also sell food at
reduced rates, with the aim of softening the effects of the weakening
of the pound.

Economists question whether
Egypt is on the right economic track
and say maintaining the subsidies
will make things worse. In the 201516 budget, Egypt allocated almost
one-quarter of its spending on food
and energy subsidies. That figure is
to rise in the next budget.
“We must get out of this unending
cycle of spending on our food more
than what we have in our pockets,”
Fahmy said. “To do this, we need
to seriously restructure the subsidy
system and increase production.”
Egypt has been trying to bridge
the gap between revenues and
spending by borrowing from local
and international sources. Nevertheless, total domestic debts
reached $261 billion in the third
quarter of 2015, according to the
Central Bank of Egypt. Foreign debt
reached $48 billion in June 2015, the
Central Bank said.

“Keeping food
subsidies in place
complicates our
financial problems
even more.”
Economist and member of
parliament Basant Fahmy
Sisi is the first Egyptian president
to address the subsidy issue in four
decades. His predecessors used to
keep afloat by subsidising food for
the poor.
His plan is to significantly slash
fuel subsidies until 2019. In 2015,
the state subsidised energy by $6
billion, down from $7 billion in
2014. Sisi wants to bring energy
subsidies in the new budget down
to $3.5 billion.
Nevertheless, food subsidies increased in the 2015-16 budget to
$3.4 billion, from $3 billion in 201415.

This increased the budget deficit and a continuation of the food
subsidy policy will mean that Egypt
will have little money in its coffers
as revenues from tourism, the Suez
Canal and exports are falling, economists said.
Egypt, heavily dependent on imports, has $16 billion-$17 billion in
foreign currency reserves, almost
half of what it had before the 2011
revolution.
To prop up reserves, Sisi depends
on aid from oil-rich Gulf allies and
borrowing from local banks and
international institutions. Economists say, however, he cannot keep
feeding his people by borrowing
and “begging”.
“The government said before that
it would take painful measures to
reduce the budget deficit,” Khaled
Qassem, an independent economist, said. “Why has not it taken
these measures yet?”
Some measures have been taken.
The government reduced electricity subsidies in the 2015-16 budget
from $3.1 billion to $2.5 billion. It reduced water subsidies to $100 million from $170 million.
However, when it comes to food,
Sisi is apparently stuck: He cannot
slash food subsidies or he will put
the stability of the government in
danger.
Food riots have become common
in recent years.
“The regime cannot keep living
by taking aid from the Gulf and then
subsidising food for the poor,” Qassem said. “If it wants to really live,
it needs to increase production, reduce dependence on imports and
get rid of this heavy subsidy burden.”
Hassan Abdel Zaher is a
Cairo-based contributor to The
Arab Weekly.
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Economy
Briefs
Saudi Arabia plans
stock market
reforms
Saudi Arabia announced reforms
to its stock market that could attract
billions of dollars of foreign money
and smooth sales of state assets as
the kingdom grapples with damage to its finances caused by low oil
prices.
Reforms announced suggest authorities are courting foreign money
more aggressively.
“This is a very good piece of news
and supportive of the stock market
in the medium to long term,” said
Sebastien Henin, head of asset management at Abu Dhabi’s The National
Investor.
Each foreign institutional investor will be allowed to directly own a
stake of just less than 10% of a single
listed company, up from a previous
ceiling of 5%, the Capital Market Authority (CMA) announced. All foreign investors combined will still be
limited to owning 49% of any single
firm.
(Reuters)

Iran and South
Korea to triple trade

Muslim pilgrims walk outside the Grand Mosque in the holy city of Mecca, Saudi Arabia. The SBG was entrusted with construction work
in the mosque.

Once powerful Saudi Binladin Group
sacks thousands
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

T

he Saudi Binladin Group
(SBG), a once-powerful
global construction conglomerate, has sacked
77,000 of its foreign work
force, leading to protests by former employees and the torching
of seven of the company’s buses in
Mecca.
Such protests are rare in the kingdom, where demonstrations are
generally not tolerated by authorities.
A Saudi daily newspaper reported that SBG fired tens of thousands
of foreign employees. The company also handed them exit visas.
However, workers refused to leave
the kingdom since they are owed as
much as four months back pay.

The Saudi Binladin
Group (SBG) has
sacked 77,000 of its
foreign work force.
The firm will shed almost half
of its overall work force, including
a large number of Saudi nationals.
According to local reports, SBG has
given approximately 17,000 Saudi
staff members the option of resign-

ing or waiting for back pay, plus a
two-month compensation package.
“The size of our work force is always appropriate to the nature and
size of projects and the time frame
they are to be carried out by the
group,” said Yaseen Alattas, a Saudi
Binladin Group spokesman.
Alattas said most of the jobs
eliminated were “on specified-term
contracts”, adding that the group
would continue to implement its
obligations towards everyone, including employees terminated.
SBG is estimated to owe $660
million in unpaid wages.
The company belongs to the
family of the late al-Qaeda leader
Osama bin Laden. The family disowned the terrorist leader in 1994
and his Saudi citizenship was revoked.
The deteriorating situation has
prompted Saudi Labour Minister
Mufrej al-Haqbani to stress that
workers for the embattled firm will
get their wages. “I think, God willing, it will be solved and the company promised to solve all issues
related to wages,” he said on CNBC.
“Workers have three choices:
Stay and agree to stay and help
company. His second choice is to
transfer his contract to another employer and third to exit the country and assign someone to follow
his rights at that company. So the

rights of employees, you know, are
protected,” he added.
SBG has become victim to accidents and the shrinking local construction market, particularly in
previously lucrative government
projects.

Industry insiders also
say that SBG is
allegedly $30 billion in
debt.
The Saudi government’s once
preferred builder, SBG saw its fortunes change during the 2015 haj,
when 107 people were killed and
hundreds more injured after an unsecured crane belonging to the firm
crashed in Mecca’s Grand Mosque.
The tragedy, which sparked an
outcry locally and abroad, resulted
in an investigation by authorities,
which found that SBG “was in part
responsible” for the accident.
This led to the government suspending all new contracts associated with the firm. Existing contracts were put under review. This
caused a steep drop in the firm’s
stock value on the Tadawul stock
exchange.
Industry insiders also say that
SBG is allegedly $30 billion in
debt, which, when factored with
the current state of the kingdom’s
economy, is likely to amplify the

company’s woes.
With falling oil prices forcing
the government to curb spending, fewer new jobs were commissioned and a number of construction firms were faced with delayed
payments, forcing the head of the
Saudi Chamber of Commerce Abdulrahman al-Zamil to write a letter to King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al
Saud asking him to intervene.
“If the delay in payments continues, these companies will be at risk
of default, or go completely out of
business,” the letter stated.
Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz,
who is spearheading the kingdom’s
economic diversification drive,
told Bloomberg News that all cancelled government projects were
not under contractual agreements
and were cancelled to avert an economic catastrophe. He said a number of construction companies had
been paid and that the rest was on
the way.
SBG has worked on numerous
high-profile projects within the
kingdom, including the Grand
Mosque in Mecca, the holiest site in
Islam; the huge Al-Faisaliah tower
in Riyadh; and King Abdulaziz International Airport in Jeddah. Before the crane accident in Mecca,
the firm was tapped for the lucrative causeway project between
Egypt and Saudi Arabia.

Iran and South Korea plan to triple
their annual trade volume, Iranian
President Hassan Rohani announced
after meeting his South Korean
counterpart Park Geun-hye.
“The two sides decided to increase
by three times the current trade volume of around $6 billion to $18 billion,” Rohani said in a televised news
conference. “We also spoke about
tourism, direct flights between Seoul
and Tehran and Korean investment
in Iranian tourism infrastructure, including building hotels.”
Park, who is accompanied by several ministers and a 230-person business delegation, was also received
by Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, who said Tehran
and Seoul would benefit from “continuous and stable relations”, free
from US influence.
The two countries pledged to develop energy-sector ties. Tehran
hopes in May to increase its oil exports to Seoul to 400,000 barrels per
day (bpd) from a current 100,000
bpd, Oil Minister Bijan Zanganeh
said.
(Agence France-Presse)

Libya outlines plans
to restore oil
output
Libya’s National Oil Corporation
has ambitious plans to restore output to pre-2011 levels after years of
violence and disruption, officials
said.
Oil output is less than one-quarter of the 1.6 million barrels per day
(bpd) Libya pumped before Muammar Qaddafi fell in 2011. The National Oil Corporation (NOC) in Tripoli
hopes to ramp production up swiftly
with the backing of a new unity government.
Full recovery could take years because of shutdowns by disgruntled
workers, political rivalry and attacks
by Islamic State (ISIS) militants. An
NOC official in Tripoli said at least
200,000 bpd of capacity had been
damaged in attacks on oil fields in
the western Sirte basin, Libya’s most
prolific.
The first phase of a three-stage
recovery plan can be implemented within three months, a second
NOC official in Tripoli said, allowing fields such as El Sharara and Elephant, with a combined capacity of
around 430,000 bpd, to come back
on stream.
(Reuters)
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Politics, terror are laughing matter on Iraqi TV
Oumayma Omar

Baghdad

T

“

he one who makes
me laugh the most is
this crazy Amir,” said
Haj Abu Abdallah, as
he burst out laughing.
Amir is the main character in a satirical Iraqi television programme
Wilayat Battikh (Watermelon State),
which has been bringing smiles to
war-weary Iraqis by ridiculing politicians and religious leaders and
poking fun at Islamic State (ISIS)
militants.
“My grandchildren introduced
me to the programme, which is
quite entertaining and distracts me
from political programmes and the
news bulletins that only bring news
of misery and sorrow. The spontaneity of the actor Amir makes
me laugh and takes me back to my
youth,” Abu Abdallah, 65, said.
Satires such as Wilayat Battikh,
Wilayat Khurafa (State of Myths)
and Al-Bashir Talk Show have attracted many thousands of viewers
inside Iraq and among the diaspora
for tackling social issues and political crises in Iraq in bold and funny
ways.
“These young people have dared
to knock down all barriers and criticise issues that were taboo without
fears and this is what makes them
attractive to Iraqi public,” Abu Abdallah said.

“People need to vent
their frustrations
and anger over the
political, security
and economic
problems.”
Psychologist Ibtissam
Mussawi
The cast of Wilayat Battikh, including Amir Abdel Hussein and
Athir Kachkoul, excel in ridiculing
normally terrifying characters, such
as ISIS militants, corrupt politicians
and religious leaders. They are even

Excerpt from Wilayat Battikh TV programme
able to presenting atrocities with a
dose of black humour.
The satire, broadcast on Iraqi satellite television Hona Baghdad very
late on Thursday nights is also followed on YouTube and on its Facebook page.
“The youth of Wilayat Battikh
have largely succeeded in drawing
the Iraqi public through the presentation of new faces and young
talents and because they deal with a
variety of topics in every single episode. The embodiment of specific
characters by particular actors is a
strong point,” design artist Ali Sami
said.
“What’s new is that the programme did not attempt to emulate
Arab stand-up comedies or shows
presented by single people but…
teamwork with lots of variety, besides the fact that it is inspired by
Iraqi realities and relates to the Iraqi
environment exclusively.”
Wilayat Battikh actor and producer Ali Fadel said he was thrilled
by the success of the programme

despite the risk that he and the cast
take by being blunt about sensitive
subjects.
“What makes us most happy is
the amount of love and appreciation that we get from the public,”
Fadel said. “We have reached all
classes and all social brackets without exception. People often stop me
in the street to ask about new episodes.”
The idea of producing a comedy
show came in 2012. “The beginning was with the social satirical
programme Oloj May and then we
moved on to criticising politics in
a clean comic approach, away from
slander and calumny,” Fadel said.
Al-Bashir Talk Show, hosted by
Ahmad al-Bashir, is another successful dark comedy acclaimed
in Iraq and abroad. Recorded and
broadcast out of Amman where
Bashir has been living for several
years, the show has crossed “all red
lines”, attracting millions of followers at home and among expatriate
Iraqi communities.

“The fact that it is broadcast from
outside Iraq helped the producer
overstep barriers, especially when
it comes to grilling the mighty politicians and religious figures and
militia leaders,” said Anas Baker, a
20-year-old university student and
fan of the programme.

“We have reached all
classes and all social
brackets without
exception.”
Actor and producer Ali Fadel
“The most daring and attractive
episodes is when Bashir ridicules
ISIS leaders and followers and
blames Iraq’s misfortunes on the
extremism of certain Iraqi groups
who are quite influential in the government.”
In addition to poking fun at the
subjects in his narrative, Bashir has
a number of comedians presenting
scenes linked to the topic under
scrutiny. The most popular skits
include “ISIS news conference”, in

which the “emir” ends up killing
the journalists, and the Snickers
chocolate ad, in which a hungry ISIS
militant turns peaceful and needs
chocolate to bring him back to his
normal self.
The show, broadcast on DW (Arabiya) channel in collaboration with
Iraq’s Sumaria TV, had several episodes censored in Iraq for ridiculing
key Iraqi figures. It is estimated that
the number of followers on YouTube and satellite televisions has
surpassed 18 million.
“People need to vent their frustrations and anger over the political,
security and economic problems
facing them continuously,” psychologist Ibtissam Mussawi said about
the popularity of satire. “Black comedy has become a weapon used by
certain channels to voice people’s
demands and to shed light on issues
of concern for the public.”
Satires have succeeded in making
war-weary Iraqis laugh while distracting them from the hardships of
daily life.

Lebanon’s media crisis
Mohamad Kawas

Beirut

L

A newsstand in Beirut

ebanon
is
concerned
about a crisis in journalism and the wider repercussions. Until recently,
Lebanon’s media had a
reputation for excellence but the
current problems suggest a day-byday deterioration in Lebanese media and reflect the slowing dynamism of journalism in the country.
The lustre of the “Lebanese
school” of journalism has faded
over the past decade, affecting
an industry that dates to the 19th
century. The exceptional nature of
Lebanese journalism can be seen
in the role it played in the formation of the modern Arab world and
conflicts that took place.
The success of Lebanese journalism is not just due to talent
and expertise but the absence of
a modern and competent media
in the wider Arab world. Lebanon
benefited by being the first country in the region to have newspaper publishing; the first Lebanese
newspaper was published in 1858.
There were hundreds of newspapers published across the country
in the first half of the 20th century.
Lebanon’s press industry benefited from placing reporters and correspondents in capitals around the
world as well as its unique role in
bridging East and West.
Lebanon’s media played a historic role in the establishment of
the country’s political system. The
press’s part went beyond monitoring the corridors of power to play-

ing an important role in the country’s political survival. Based on
this dynamic, many well-known
journalists made the leap into politics after gaining experience and
mastering poise in the world of
journalism.
The political system, in all its
complexity and intricacies, has
coexisted with Lebanon’s unique
journalistic tradition. This has
boosted the margin of freedom
that Lebanon’s media have traditionally enjoyed in comparison to
other Arab national media. Lebanon’s political system avoided
clashing with its national press
and, instead, made it a partner in
managing the country, using the
media as platforms for debate between the various communities
and political parties.

The lustre of the
“Lebanese school” of
journalism has faded
over the past decade.
Lebanon’s print media are in line
with international standards, although the global decline of print
journalism has affected Lebanon’s
newspapers.
The crisis in Lebanese journalism is based on the loss — and
perhaps this will prove to be an irredeemable one — of the country
as a unique source of information
and intrigue. Thanks to globalisation, the current era is replete
with different methods of finding
and spreading news. On the other
hand, the Arab world — and particularly the Arabian Gulf — has
seen a proliferation of modern

journalism. While this at first relied on Lebanese expertise, that is
no longer the case.
Lebanon’s media scene was once
a unique theatre for different political regimes in the Arab world to
flex their muscles. Nasserite Egypt
had its own newspaper competing for readers in Lebanon, as did
Syria, Iraq, Libya and the Arab Gulf
states at one time or another.
With the collapse of the regimes
of Saddam Hussein in Iraq and
Muammar Qaddafi in Libya and the
rise of the international media, this
has lessened. Funding of media
outlets is now limited to Saudi Arabia and Iran. Lebanese media have
benefited from the “business” of
the Saudi-Iranian tensions.
There can also be no denial that
recent announcements about financial crises facing the country’s Al-Nahar, Al-Safir and Aliwaa
newspapers, among others, are
concerns for thousands of people
working in the media in Lebanon
and raise many questions about
the future of Lebanese journalism.
Lebanon’s media are paying the
price of the chaos that was caused
by the “Arab spring”. The current
crisis reflects a reality that the
wider domestic media industry
has yet to acknowledge regarding,
not the declining independence of
Lebanon’s media outlets but, its
complete subordination to outside
parties who hold the purse strings.
Lebanese journalists have lost
their lives in the increasingly fierce
conflict between regional capitals,
where Lebanon’s media are being used to send messages. Could
this spell the end of the “Lebanese
school” of journalism?
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Scenes from 68* Years, an insight into everyday
Palestinian life under occupation
Dunia El-Zobeidi

London

I

rish-Palestinian
playwright
Hannah Khalil resorted to dark
humour to paint the life of Palestinians under Israeli occupation since the establishment of
Israel in 1948. Using a non-linear
narrative with six actors, Scenes
from 68* Years gives a glimpse into
the everyday Palestinian struggle
that most people can relate to.
“The problem is people always
think about Palestine in a serious way. The situation is serious
but it is also about humans living
there and how they should laugh
at difficult situations. This is what
I learned from family and friends
from both my Irish and Palestinian
side,” Khalil said.

“The situation is
serious but it is also
about humans living
there and how they
should laugh at
difficult situations.”
Irish-Palestinian playwright
Hannah Khalil
“Humour is human. I want to
write about humans who are truthful and if it appears as humour,
then no problem.”
Actor Peter Polycarpou stressed
the “humanity” of the characters.
“These are people you instantly
recognise as being universal,” he
said. “Humour transcends borders,
boundaries and certain restrictions
like nationality. Everyone finds humour in lots of varying degrees of
suffering.”
Away from clichés of stonethrowing youths and explosive
belts, producer Alia al-Zougbi said
the play aims to paint a vivid picture of the Palestinians’ everyday
life with nothing censored or cut
out. “It shows the real journey of

Palestinians. Life is not just sad or
happy or funny or tragic. It is all of
it together,” she said.
Zougbi explained that Sandpit
Arts produced the play because
“they are keen on showing the real
image of the Arab world in all its
messiness”.
“The problem in the news is that
it is very one dimensional, flat and
agenda driven,” she said. “Here we
have the human stories with all
their colour and messiness.”
Khalil observed that there is a
kind of “renaissance” of Arab work
in the West but finding Arab talent
for the theatre proved to be a challenge.
“There are a number of plays
about the Arab world in London at
the moment, so there are more opportunities for Arab actors,” Khalil
said. “But Arab actors (and producers) do not need to be scared
to share their stories in theatre.
Audiences want to see it. There is
always a fear that maybe their plays
will not sell tickets or would appear
too political.”
Arab actress Taghrid Choucair
Vizoso bemoaned the stereotyping
of Arab actors and the limitation of
roles attributed to their looks.
“The description of what (role)
they expect from you is appalling,”
she said. “It is (either) terrorists or
the terrorist’s sister.”
Khalil agreed: “People sometimes question what an Arab actor
is. I used to be an actress and when
I auditioned as an Arab, they would
say I am too white.”
Although Scenes from 68* Years
is about the Palestinian territories,
it does not only relate to Palestinians.
“I know people who come to this
show to understand what is happening in the Arab world. Even
though I have not experienced
exactly the same problems as the
characters, I do relate to them because they have the frustration of
barriers in life,” said British actor
Yasen Atour.

(Photo credit: Ellie Kurtz)
A scene from the play Scenes from 68* Years featuring Mateo Oxley and Taghrid Choucair.
“I can also relate to the characters as I am from a Cypriot background,” Polycarpou said. “These
characters could be my family as
my ancestors’ land was occupied
by another country. I share a lot
of cultural identity with the Arab
world.”
Khalil constructed the play over
six years, linking scenes thematically to create a big picture through
many different stories. “I would
love it if people found out something new and want to research
more about the issue but my main
aim is for people to be engaged in
the play,” she said.
For Vizoso, the play offers an informative narrative into the life of
Palestinians under occupation. She

said: “There are the huge problems
people think about and there are
the tiny annoyances of everyday
life. That is what is so special about
the play. It is the small moments
that accumulate into something
big.”

Although Scenes from
68* Years is about the
Palestinian territories,
it does not only relate
to Palestinians.
“The play shows how people
adapt to anything in life. No matter what circumstances we are in,
we learn to live with it somehow.
People stick together as a family no
matter what happens outside,” ob-

served Turkish actress Pinar Ogun.
An unusual feature of the play,
staged at London’s Arcola Theatre in April, is the part played by
a Palestinian actress, connecting
through Skype.
“If we had applied for her to get a
visa to come here to perform, they
probably would have rejected her
so we used digital platforms as a
way of resistance,” Zougbi said.
“The audience watching probably think the play is artifice. To see
someone who actually lives that
life is a wake-up call that it is not
just a play but it is actually happening in real life,” said Khalil.
Dunia El-Zobaidi is a regular Arab
Weekly contributor in London.

Festivals celebrate the art of dance in Tunisia
active before the revolution, we
suffered from restrictions on our
freedom,” he said. “Today, there is
help from the ministry to choreographers and artists and many venues have been created for dance
shows.”
Belgasmi, however, expressed
concern regarding the lack of training and workshops. He called on
professional dancers to invest in
training programmes for young
dancers.

Roua Khlifi

Tunis

S

tages in Tunisia recently
were given over to dancers and choreographers
celebrating International
Dance Day with a series of
shows and workshops reflecting
the state of the art of dance in the
country.
Tunis hosted two festivals, Tunis, Capital of Dance and Dancing
in Tunis, organised, respectively,
by Tunisian choreographers Sihem
Belkhodja and Bahri ben Yahmed
during the last week of April.
After an interruption, due to
financial and organisational hurdles, of ten years, ben Yahmed relaunched Dancing in Tunis on the
occasion of the International Dance
Day. He emphasised the importance of diversifying dance venues
and opportunities for youth to display their talents.
“In addition to diversifying the
celebrations of International Dance
Day, we wanted to create new alternatives for young people to avoid
any monopoly in this domain,” ben
Yahmed said.
The festivals primarily serve to
promote young talents, he said, especially people who are interested
in dance and do not have adequate
space or opportunities to showcase
their work.
“We wanted to create new spaces
where young people can show off
their creations. The festival Dancing in Tunis consists of a particular
vision and programme for young
creators and young talents,” ben

The Tunisian capital
hosted two festivals,
Tunis, Capital
of Dance and
Dancing in Tunis,
during the last
week of April.

(Photo courtesy of Tunis, Capitale de la Danse‘s Facebook page)
A show by Hafedh Zellit at Tunis, Capital of Dance.
Yahmed explained.
“This edition is not just a platform to distribute shows and the
works of young people but it also
provides a space for training and
workshops.”
While Dancing in Tunis dedicated its creations to new style dance
and hip-hop, Belkhodja’s Tunis,
Capital of Dance celebrated the city
of Tunis as a forum for dancers and
choreographers. The festival had
programmes in Tunis, Sidi Bouzid,
Gafsa and other Tunisian cities.
The festival’s slogan was: I dance,
therefore I exist.
With daily dance performances

and workshops, Tunisian youth
had an outlet for their art as well
as opportunities to improve their
talents and experiment with new
styles. The festivals created a platform for dancers of different disciplines to exchange skills.
Tunisian choreographer and contemporary dancer Rochdi Belgasmi
said dance in Tunisia has seen significant progress since the revolution as artistic creations enjoyed
more freedom.
“The general state of dance is
quite positive, especially that there
has been some progress after the
revolution. As a dancer who was

“There is a problem with training. We lack trainers for jazz, new
style and other styles of dance. I
personally perform in Tunisia but I
feel that there is more demand on
my work from international audience,” Belgasmi explained.
Ben Yahmed added that festivals
should provide space for workshops and training, which are imperative for the improvement of
young dancers.
“There is a great attendance of
young people at the workshops,
especially because young people
are thirsty for this kind of activities. They don’t find another space
where they can perfect their talents,” he said.
“We were amazed that young
dancers came from different regions from Sfax, Sousse and Bizerte to attend the workshops. We

brought trainers of a great level,
which motivated young people to
learn from international dancers
who came to the country for this
purpose.”
Because of a lack of dance venues, Kais Harbaoui, one the participants in Dancing in Tunis said he
learnt dancing on the streets of Tunis. He commended the workshops
for making highly skilled trainers
available and encouraging young
dancers.
“The same applies for workshops
that started attracting many young
talents for free style and technique
of improvisation,” Harbaoui said.
With shows exploring different
styles, Belgasmi called for the inclusion of Tunisian dance in festivals as it symbolises Tunisian identity and heritage.
“I believe in celebrating traditional dance,” he said. “While I
appreciate that Tunisian dancers
work on a rather universal styles of
dance, I would like to also highlight
the importance of our folklore by
revisiting the patrimony, the local
dance and bring that form of dance
to contemporary styles to create a
Tunisian contemporary dance that
speaks to all Tunisians.
“Today, my audience is a mixture
of all categories and I believe in targeting the largest audience possible by spreading the contemporary
language of dance to reach every
Tunisian who would not necessarily appreciate contemporary styles
but would definitely relate to Tunisian dance traditions.”
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and
Culture contributor for The Arab
Weekly. She is based in Tunis.
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Agenda

Dubai:
Through May 17th
Art lovers are invited to the
Picasso and Miro, Passion
and Poetry exhibition, which
features works by Picasso
and Miro at the Burj Khalifa
Annex next to the Armani
hotel.

Tunis:
May 13th-15th

Taqa Beach near Salalah in southern Oman

Salalah: Europe’s winter escape and
Gulf’s summer respite
Khaled Abdel Malek

Palestinian territories:
May 20th-27th
The ninth Palestine Festival of
Literature takes place across
historic Palestine, including the Ottoman Court in
Ramallah, the Adam Hotel in
Gaza, Dar al-Tifl in Jerusalem,
Al-Midan Theatre in Haifa,
Municipal Library Gardens in
Nablus and Bethlehem University. The festival includes
free public events, such as
readings, workshops, music
performances and debates,
meetings with authors and
artists and visits to historic
sites.

Salalah, Oman

T

here is no need to travel
far to escape the sizzling
summer heat of Gulf
Arab countries. Located
1,000km south of Muscat,
Salalah, is a unique spot on the Arabian peninsula blessed with a cool
climate and green scenery from
July to September, drawing large
numbers of Gulf nationals and foreign visitors.
While temperatures hit 40-50 degrees Celsius across the Gulf region,
Salalah, in Dhofar governorate close
to the border with Yemen, basks in
mist with temperature not exceeding the 20s due to the monsoon,
called khareef, which is Arabic for
“autumn”.
“The mist covering the whole region revives the dry wadis (valleys),
turning them lush green in khareef
and the temperature becomes very
pleasant, magnetising our brothers
from the Gulf,” said Sheikh Ali Ghawas, a Salalah native.
Salalah’s residents used to move
down during khareef to coastal areas and the low plains from the
mountains around the city where
they spent the rest of the year because of thick fog.
“During that season it becomes
dangerous to let our animals free

The second Chouftouhonna,
the International Feminist Art
Festival of Tunis is organised
under the words of Anasua
Sengupta: “Far too many
women in too many countries
speak the same language:
Silence.” The event offers
exhibitions, workshops,
performances, conferences,
concerts and other experiences. There is an official
competition in visual arts,
film, photography, music,
performing arts and graphic
arts.

Marrakech:
June 1st-30th
The mountains in Dhofar in southern Oman out of khareef season.
to graze in the wadis because the
terrain becomes very slippery and
visibility drops to less than a few
metres,” Ghawas explained.
The population is mostly concentrated in the city, which has leaped
in the past decade from being a
laid-back, small port for exporting
the region’s famous frankincense
to a popular destination for Gulf nationals and expatriates.
In addition to its temperate climate, Salalah boasts miles of sandy
beaches, archaeological sites and
an old market, Souk al-Haffa, where

Beach near the port of Salalah, southern Oman.

traditional Omani items from clothing to gold and silver handicrafts
and a wide variety of frankincense
are on display. During the Salalah
Tourism Festival, in July and August, visitors can become acquainted with traditional Dhofari dancing.
The waves of the Indian Ocean,
which are bigger during khareef,
have been attracting surfers as
well as sea lovers who can bask on
long stretches of unspoiled sandy
beaches.
A few kilometres east of the city
is Taqa beach, a favourite spot for
Italian surfer Alessandro Guidoni.
“I found it superb with its sandy
beach and great waves,” said Guidoni. “One day, I was so lucky the
waves were perfect and I was practically surfing with schools of dolphins, some 50 metres from the
shoreline.”
Known as The Land of Frankincense, Salalah was an important
trading hub for the aromatic gum
in ancient times. Frankincense was
exported from Khor Rori, a natural
harbour about 40km east of Salalah.
The ruins of the fortified ancient
port city of Sumhuram, built in the
Khor Rori area between the fifth
and third centuries BC, is one of
Salalah’s most visited archaeological sites.
With its new international airport, designed to serve 1 million
passengers in the first phase and 6
million once completed, offering
direct weekly flights linking Salalah to several major European cities
and the construction of high-end
resorts, the place is being groomed
to becoming a prime tourist destination in the Gulf region.
The Fanar Hotel and Residences
inaugurated in February as part of
a development plan carried out by
Muriya, a joint venture between

Salalah boasts
miles of sandy
beaches,
archaeological
sites and an old
market.
Egypt’s Orascom Development
Holdings and Omran, the tourism
development arm of the Omani
government.
The 218-room facility was the
third to be developed by Muriya
in Salalah, raising the total room
availability in Muriya hotels to 700.
According to the National Centre
for Statistics, a record 500,000 tourists visited the governorate from
June to August 2015, a 21% increase
from the same period in 2014.
For Muriya Chief Executive Officer Ahmed Dabbous, developing
Salalah into a year-round prime
destination is still in the first stages.
“We still have a lot of work to do.
Over the next few months, we will
be starting several interesting development projects including the
construction of a water park that is
scheduled to open by end of 2017,”
Dabbous said.
“Muriya plans to invest $500 million for completing high-end hotels
and other facilities in two major
destinations in Oman. Salalah is
one of them.”
The rest of the year is no less busy
than during khareef in Salalah. During winter, tourists, mostly from
Europe, flock to the city, fleeing
cold weather at home. In khareef,
visitors seeking a respite from the
sweltering heat come mainly from
the region.
Khaled Abdel Malek is an Arab
Weekly contributor in Oman.

One of the oldest festivals
in Morocco, the Marrakech
Festival of Popular Arts and
Folklore showcases Moroccan traditional, music, dance
and costumes. Visitors are
invited to attend concerts,
exhibitions and street troupe
performances.

Byblos:
September 8th-12th
The Lebanon Latin Festival
takes place in Edde Sands
with more than 90 artists
from around the world.
Dance workshops will be
given in Salsa, Bachata, Kizomba, cha cha cha, hip-hop,
Samba, Lambada, Oriental,
Dabke and Afro-Cubano.
Performances are also scheduled.

Essaouira:
October 14th-16th
The natural setting for the
TV series Game of Thrones
in Essaouira, Morocco, is the
backdrop for the first MOGA
Festival of electronic music
and culture. Festival-goers
are invited to performances,
educational workshops,
beach parties, digital
video installations and other
events.
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